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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
What do a sequence of DNA, an encyclopedia, and the UNIX operating system 
have in common? All three of these objects contain large amounts of useful informa­
tion, organized in such a fashion as to be readily available to biological, intellectual, 
or computational processes. Similarly, the solutions of certain natural decision prob­
lems, such as the halting problem or the boolean satisfiability problem, contain large 
amounts of useful information about computation that is readily available to effi­
cient computational processes. Here we search for the common thread among these 
objects. 
This dissertation investigates classes of problems that are computationally useful. 
In particular, we investigate the complexity and distribution of problems that contain 
large amounts of useful information about computation. The main results of this 
dissertation are of the following three general types. 
(1) Useful problems contain highly organized information. 
(2) Very useful problems are so highly organized that they are unusually simple 
and hence rare. 
(3) Useful problems are, as a whole, not rare and thus are not necessarily simple. 
Our main result of type (1) has its roots in the search for a measure that accu­
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rately reflects the complexity of natural objects. Our results of type (2) and (3) are 
motivated by the study of intractability in structural complexity theory. We first ex­
amine our main result of type (1). We begin with a brief digression on the complexity 
of objects in nature. 
1.1 Complexity in Nature 
The spectrum of complexity in nature ranges from the exceedingly simple to the 
exceedingly complex. On the low end of the spectrum lie very simple objects: perfect 
crystals, pure liquids, gases, etc. On the high end of the spectrum lie very complex 
objects: DNA, human beings, societies, etc. In most cases, objects at the high end 
of the complexity spectrum are the result of the action, over time, of some complex 
adaptive system. The best example of this phenomenon is the amazing variety of life 
on earth. Each organism on this planet, including ourselves, is the result of the action 
of evolution over a span of billions of years. In the light of these phenomena, we are 
left wonder about the origin, nature, and driving principles of this vague notion of 
natural complexity. 
Recently [82, 90], there has been a concerted effort among scientists from various 
disciplines to uncover the nature and origins of complexity. Part of that investigation 
has concentrated on the complexity of the binary representations of physical and 
mathematical objects. This part of the investigation has its origins in algorithmic 
information theory. 
Algorithmic information theory provides a rigorous, quantitative measure of the 
information content of individual binary strings and binary sequences. Briefly, the 
algorithmic information content of an individual binary string is the length of the 
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shortest complete description of that string. (Algorithmic information theory was 
developed through the work of SolomonofF [87], Kolmogorov [44, 45, 46], Chaitin 
[18,19,20, 22], Martin-Lof [70, 71], Levin [48, 49,50, 51,52, 53,92], Schnorr [83], Gacs 
[28], Shen' [84, 85], and many others. In Chapter 4, we cover many of the important 
definitions and properties of algorithmic information theory. An alternative resource 
on algorithmic information theory is the recent book by Li and Vitanyi [57].) 
Algorithmic information theory alone does not satisfy our intuition about the 
complexity of natural objects. In contrast to the aforementioned spectrum of com­
plexity in nature, the strings occupying the high end of the algorithmic information 
scale are completely random. Such strings might represent the positions of individ­
ual atoms in a volume of gas or some other nearly random phenomenon, but they 
most likely do not represent objects on the high end of nature's complexity spectrum. 
Consider the following example. 
Let ai and «g be two strings over the alphabet {0,1}. Let ai be the encoding of 
one million bits of genetic information from one of the reader's chromosomes and let 
a2 be a string of equal length that is chosen at random. (Here we assume that each 
base-pair in a DNA molecule is encoded by two bits, with 00 representing adenine, 01 
representing guanine, 10 representing cytosine, and 11 representing thiamine.) Since 
the human genome contains a number of repetitive sequences^, the string aj can 
be substantially compressed. Under the conservative assumption that 15 % of the 
human genome consists of repetitive sequences of base-pairs, we should be able to 
write a complete description of «i using less than 900,000 bits. Thus the algorithmic 
^One family of repetitive sequences comprises approximately 3 % of the human 
genome [32, p.102-105]. It is possible that as much as 20-30 % of the human genome 
consists of repetitive sequences. 
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information content of «i is at most 900,000 bits. On the other hand, it is very 
unlikely that can be compressed this much. Since there are possible 02's 
and at most possible unique binary descriptions of length < 900,000, the 
probability that the information content of «2 is less than 900,000 bits is 1 in 
The above example illustrates the crux of the problem with traditional algo­
rithmic information theory, namely, that it provides no means to measure accessible 
information or the organization of information in a given string. The string ai con­
tains a large amount of information that is organized in such a way that it is readily 
accessible to biological processes. Conversely, the string «2 probably contains even 
more information than Oi, but that information has no organization and is not readily 
accessible to biological processes. 
To remedy the above situation, Bennett [11] extended algorithmic information 
theory to include a notion of computational depth for binary strings and sequences. 
Roughly speaking, the computational depth of a string is the number of steps required 
to produce the string from its shortest complete description. The rationale behind 
such a measure is that truly intricate strings should take much longer to generate 
from their compressed versions than either simple or incompressible strings. Bennett's 
notion appears to rigorously capture the level of organization in a string. 
For infinite binary sequences, Bennett [11] defines notions of strong and weak 
computational depth. These notions intuitively represent the level of organization in 
infinite binary sequences. To justify his intuition, Bennett shows that no recursive or 
algorithmically random sequence can be either strongly or weakly deep. Moreover, 
Bennett shows that K, the diagonal halting language{see [33], for example), is strongly 
deep. 
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The fact that K is strongly deep deserves careful scrutiny. It is well-known that 
K is efficiently many-one hard for the set RE of all recursively enumerable languages^. 
Roughly speaking, this means that the membership of any string x in any recursively 
enumerable language L can be determined by answering a single question about the 
membership of another string y in K, where y can be efficiently computed from 
X. Thus K contains a large amount of accessible information about the recursively 
enumerable languages. One might even say that K is computationally useful. The 
natural question to cisk is the following. Is K strongly deep because of its organization 
or is K strongly deep because of the amount of accessible information it contains? In 
Chapter 3 we answer this question. K is strongly deep precisely because it contains 
a large amount of accessible information. Let us now examine what we mean by 
accessible information. 
1.2 Accessible Information and Computational Usefulness 
Whereas algorithmic information theory quantifies the "amount of information" 
in a mathematical object and computational depth appears to quantify the "amount 
of organization" in a mathematical object, we quantify the "amount of accessible 
information" in a mathematical object by measuring the size of the set of objects 
that can be efficiently generated when given access to the original object. For infinite 
binary sequences, our notion of accessible information is completely rigorous. Un­
fortunately, we know of no analogous notion for finite strings or the physical objects 
they represent. For this reason, we now leave our discussion of the underpinnings of 
languages L is recursively enumerable if there is a Turing machine that enu­
merates all the elements of L. 
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"natural" complexity and delve into the world of structural complexity theory. (We 
assume at this point that the reader is familiar with the basic notation and termi­
nology of structural complexity theory. This notation can be found in [7, 8] and is 
reviewed in Chapter 2 for completeness.) 
From this point on, the primary mathematical objects that we consider are 
infinite binary sequences. Note, however, that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between infinite binary sequences and languages, i.e., subsets of {0,1}*, and therefore 
we use these terms interchangeably. Here we consider the "amount of accessible 
information" in languages. More precisely, we consider the amount of accessible 
information about certain complexity classes. 
A precise notion of the "amount of accessible information" in the above sense 
requires a measure of the size of a set inside a complexity class. For this purpose, 
we turn to resource-bounded measure, a resource-bounded generalization of classical 
Lebesgue measure developed by Lutz [63, 66]. Resource-bounded measure requires a 
brief explanation. 
For a set of languages X and complexity class C, resource-bounded measure 
provides a quantity that can be loosely interpreted as the conditional probability that 
a language is in X given that it is in C. More precisely, resource-bounded measure 
defines a set of languages X to have measure 0 in C if A' DC is a negligible subset of C 
as witnessed by a resource-bounded betting strategy. Similarly, the set X is defined 
to have measure 1 in C ii X"^ D C has measure 0 in C. For notational convenience, 
we say that % D C is a non-negligible subset of C if A' does not have measure 0 in C. 
Furthermore, we say that almost every language in C is in X if X has measure 1 in 
C. We review these basic definitions and the properties of resource-bounded measure 
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in Section 2.4. 
Let us now make the notion of accessible information more precise. We associate 
"accessible information" with information that is accessible to some resource-bounded 
reducibility. Thus the sum total of the accessible information in a language is pre­
cisely the set of languages that are reducible to it, i.e., its lower reducibility span. 
Appropriately, we measure the "amount of accessible information" in some language 
by using the resource-bounded measure of its lower reducibility span. (This notion of 
"accessible information" was proposed by Lutz [60, 61] and subsequently investigated 
in [37, 38, 40, 65, 67, etc.].) 
In general, the above notion of accessible information is too cumbersome to 
work with directly. We do, however, work with the notion indirectly. We examine 
languages that contain non-zero amounts of accessible information. These languages 
are said to be weakly hard. More precisely, we say that a language H is weakly hard 
for a complexity class C and reducibility <r if the set {A\ A <r H] does not have 
measure 0 in C. This notion of weak hardness was first introduced by Lutz [60, 61] 
and has the classical notion of hardness [7, 79] as a special case. 
Since each weakly hard language contains a large amount of accessible informa­
tion about some complexity class, we contend that these languages are computation­
ally useful. As evidence to support this contention, consider the following example. 
Let ^ be a language that is weakly <^-hard for E. From the definition, the set 
Pm(-A) = {A I A H} does not have measure 0 in E. In contrast, it is well-known 
[63] that for any constant c the set DT1ME(2'^") has measure 0 in E. It follows that for 
every constant c 6 N, there is a language in E —DT1ME(2''") that is <^-reducible to 
H. Thus H can be used to solve problems that are arbitrarily difficult in E. Similar 
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situations occur in other complexity classes. For this reason, we say that weakly hard 
languages are computationally useful. 
1.3 Overview 
The work contained herein is a unified and rigorous examination of many re­
cent results from the ongoing investigation of computationally useful problems. This 
dissertation contains results compiled from joint work with James Lathrop and Jack 
Lutz [37, 38, 39, 40], as well as some new results. The primary body of this work con­
sists of a rigorous examination of the measure-theoretic structure of the complexity 
classes E = DTIME(2""«'^), E2= DTIME(2P°iy"°™^), ESPACE = DSPACE(2^"®''^), 
E2SPACE = DSPACE(2P°^^"°""®'), and REC, the set of all recursive languages. Par­
ticular attention is paid to languages that are weakly hard in the previously mentioned 
sense. 
In Chapter 3, we examine Bennett's notion of computational depth. We review 
and investigate Bennett's notions of strong and weak computational depth. There 
we define a language x to be weakly useful if there is a recursive time bound s such 
that DTIME®(s) does not have measure 0 in REC, i.e., if it is weakly hard for REC. 
The main result of Chapter 3 shows that every weakly useful language is strongly 
deep. Since K is weakly useful, this resolves our previous question and provides an 
alternate proof of Bennett's original result. 
Chapter 4 consists of a measure-theoretic investigation of the structure of E and 
E2. There we exhibit an almost everywhere lower bound on the size of complexity 
cores for languages in E and Ej. Furthermore, we exhibit a tight lower bound on 
the size of complexity cores for the weakly <^-hard languages for E and Eg and. 
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surprisingly, a tight upper bound on the size of complexity cores for the <^-hard 
languages for E and Eg. Our tight lower bound extends a result of Orponen and 
Schoning [77] to show that every weakly <^-hard language for E contains a dense 
DTIME(2"')-complexity core. Our almost everywhere lower bound, in combination 
with our tight upper bound implies the main result of this chapter, namely, that the 
set of <^-hard languages for E or E2 forms a measure 0 subset of E or Eg. 
The main result of Chapter 4 is, in fact, a special case of a more general phe­
nomenon, namely, that each <^-degree has measure 0 in E or Eg. This implies 
that the sets of <^-complete languages for NP, PSPACE, and many other classes of 
interest form measure 0 subsets of E or Eg. 
Similarly, the main body of Chapter 5 consists of a measure theoretic investi­
gation of the nonuniform structure of ESPACE and EgSPACE. There we establish 
almost everywhere lower bounds on the space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity and 
size of nonuniform complexity cores for languages in ESPACE and EgSPACE. Fur­
thermore, we exhibit tight lower bounds on the complexity of weakly <P/P°'^-hard 
languages and tight upper bounds on the complexity of <^P°iy.hard languages for 
ESPACE and EgSPACE. Our lower bounds extend the work of Lutz [63] and Huynh 
[34, 36]. The almost everywhere lower bounds, in combination with the tight up­
per bounds, imply that the set of <^p°'y.hard languages for ESPACE or EgSPACE 
forms a measure 0 subset of ESPACE or EgSPACE. As in Chapter 4, this result is a 
special case of the more general phenomenon that each <^P°iy-degree has measure 0 
in ESPACE or EgSPACE. 
The results of Chapter 5 immediately imply that P/Poly, the set of all languages 
with polynomial-size circuits, has measure 0 in ESPACE. This result was originally 
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proven by Lutz [63]. 
Chapter 6 examines the distribution of weakly hard problems in E, Eg, ESPACE, 
and EzSPACE. For some time, the major open question surrounding weak hardness 
Wcis whether or not weak hardness was actually a more general notion than hardness. 
In [65], Lutz resolved this question by establishing the existence of languages that are 
weakly <^-hard for E, but not <^-hard for E. Here we extend this work in a strong, 
measure-theoretic sense. In Chapter 6, we show that the sets of weakly <^-hard 
languages form non-negligible subsets of the complexity classes E, Eg, ESPACE, and 
EgSPACE. In contrast, we show in Chapter 4 that the sets of <^-hard languages 
form a mecisure 0 subset of the complexity classes E, Eg, ESPACE, and EgSPACE. 
Thus the sets of languages that are weakly <^-hard but not <^-hard for the classes 
E, Eg, ESPACE, and EgSPACE do not have measure 0 in their respective classes. 
These results, in combination with the main result of Chapter 5, imply the existence 
of languages that are weakly <j^-hard, but not <p/p°iy-hard, for ESPACE. It is not 
known whether there are languages that are <p/p°^y-hard, but not weakly <^-hard, 
for ESPACE. 
In Chapter 7, we conclude this dissertation by providing an overview of our re­
sults, posing several interesting open problems, and musing some more about "natural 
complexity." 
Chapters 2 reviews the necessary background material for Chapters 3-6. Sec­
tion 2.1 presents the basic notation and terminology that is used throughout this 
dissertation. For completeness. Section 2.2 reviews the basic machine models and 
complexity classes. Section 2.3 reviews reducibilities and the notions of hardness 
and completeness. Section 2.4 provides a brief overview of the necessary definitions 
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and important properties of resource-bounded measure, Lebesgue measure and Baire 
category. Section 2.5 presents an overview of algorithmic information theory and 
the related notions of algorithmic randomness and resource-bounded Kolmogorov 
complexity. 
Finally, we note that this dissertation is structured so that the interested reader 
may examine individual chapters without reading all of the preceding material. There 
is, however, some interdependence among the chapters. This interdependence is 
depicted in Figure 1.1. 
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1. Introduction 
2. Fundamental Concepts 
2.4 2.5 
2.1,2.2,2.3 
7. Conclusion 
4. The Structure of E 
3. Computational Depth 
5. The Structure of ESPACE 
6. Weakly Complete Problems 
Figure 1.1: The dependency relation among the chapters. 
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CHAPTER 2. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS FROM COMPLEXITY 
THEORY 
This dissertation employs notation, terminology, and concepts from a variety 
of areas, including structural complexity theory, resource-bounded measure theory, 
and algorithmic information theory. This chapter provides a review of the relevant 
material from each of these areas. Section 2.1 reviews the basic notation and ter­
minology that is used in this dissertation. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 review fundamental 
concepts from structural complexity theory. Section 2.2 reviews the fundamental 
models of computation and presents some basic complexity classes. Section 2.3 re­
views the classical notions of reducibility, completeness, and hardness. Section 2.4 
presents fundamental definitions and theorems from Lebesgue measure, resource-
bounded measure, and Baire category. Finally, section 2.5 presents fundamental 
definitions and theorems of algorithmic information theory. Here we follow most of 
the accepted conventions in the field, such as those found in the books by Balcazar, 
Diaz, and Gabarro [7, 8], Hop croft and Ullman [33], and Li and Vitanyi [57]. 
2.1 Basic Notation and Terminology 
To begin with, the symbols N, Z, and Z"^ denote the set of natural numbers, 
the set of integers, and the set of positive integers, respectively. We frequenty use 
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conditions or properties of natural numbers. Let (j){n) be one such property of the 
natural numbers. Then, we say that (f){n) holds almost everywhere (a.e.) if (^(n) is 
true for all but finitely many n 6 N, Similarly, we say that (j){n) holds infinitely often 
(i.o.) if ^{n) is true for infinitely many n G N. Here we write |(^| for the Boolean 
value of a condition (f). That is, |(^J = 1 if ^ is true, 0 if is false. 
Our basic mathematical objects are strings, sequences, languages, functions, and 
classes. Strings are finite sequences of characters over the binary alphabet {0,1}. 
Here we write {0,1}* for the set of all strings. "Sequences" are infinite binary se­
quences. We write {0,1}°° for the set of all such sequences. Languages are sets of 
strings. Functions usually map {0,1}* into {0,1}*. A class is either a set of languages 
or a set of functions. 
The sequence of strings over {0,1}, sq = A, 5i = 0,52 = 1, S3 = 00,..., is referred 
to as the standard enumeration of {0,1}*. If x is either a string or a sequence, then 
we write x[i..j] for the string containing the i"' through bits of x numbering from 
zero. For example, if x is 00101101, then the string x[2..5] is 1011. Moreover, we 
write a;[n] for the n"* bit of x. Finally, if a; 6 {0,1}* is a string, we write |a:| for the 
length of x. 
If Ç {0,1}* is a language, then we write A", and /!=„ for {0,1}' — A, 
A n {0,1}-", and A D {0,1}" respectively. As mentioned previously, there is a one-
to-one correspondence between languages and sequences. That is, we associate each 
language A Ç {0,1}* with its characteristic sequence xa E {0,1}°° defined by 
XX W = ( s n  e ^I-
Similarly, we associate the finite sets A<n and /!=„ with their characteristic strings 
Xa<„ = XyiL[0..jV-l] and xa=„ - where N = |{0,1}^"| = 2"+^ - 1. 
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Unless otherwise noted, we use a standard string pairing function (, ) : {0,1}* x 
{0,1}* —> {0,1}* defined by {x,y) = bd{x)Q\y, where bd{x) is x with each bit doubled 
(e.g., 6c?(1101) = 11110011). Note that |(x,y)| = 2|a:| + |?/|+2for all z, y 6 {0,1}'. For 
each g : {0,1}* —» {0,1}* and fc G N, we also define the function gk : {0,1}* —» {0,1}* 
by gk{x) = g{{0'',x)) for all x e {0,1}*. 
We denote the cardinality of a finite set A by |yl|. A language D is dense if there 
exists some constant e > 0 such that |D<n| > 2"' a.e. A language S is sparse if there 
exists a polynomial p such that |5<„| < p{n) a.e.. A language S is co-sparse if 5*^ is 
sparse. 
2.2 Models of Computation and Complexity Classes 
Here we examine both uniform and nonuniform models of computation. Our 
model of uniform computation is based on the standard Turing machine model as 
found in [7, 33, etc.]. All of our machines are either deterministic multitape Turing 
machines or deterministic multitape oracle Turing machines. Most of our machines 
take a single input, but a few of our machines take inputs of the form (x,n), where 
x E {0,1}* and n G N. These machines are assumed to have two input tapes, one 
for x and the other for the binary representation /?(n) € {0,1}* of n. 
The language accepted by a machine M  is denoted by L { M ) .  Similarly, L { M ^ )  
denotes the language accepted by an oracle machine M using oracle A. The functions 
timeM{x) and spacejv/(x) represent the number of steps and tape cells, respectively, 
that the machine M uses on input x. Using this notation, the standard time- and 
space-bounded complexity classes are defined as follows. If < : N —» N is a time-
bound, then DTIME(t{n)) is the set of languages A for which there exist a machine 
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M  and constant c such that L { M )  =  A  and £ c  • f(|x|) + c for every 
I e {0,1}*. The classes DSPACE(s(n)), DTIME^(t(n)), and DSPACE"^(f(n)) are 
defined similarly. 
In this dissertation we examine a variety of uniform complexity classes. In Chap­
ter 3, we primarily examine REC, the complexity class containing all the recursive 
languages. Briefly, a language L is in REC if there is a machine M that satisfies 
L = L(M) and halts on all inputs. In Chapters 4 and 6, we examine the exponential 
time classes 
OO 
E = DTIME(2""®^'") = (J DTIME(2'=") 
c=0 
and 
OO 
Eg = DTIME{2P°^5'nomiaij ^ y DTIME(2"'). 
c=0 
In Chapter 5, we examine the exponential space classes 
OO 
ESPACE = DSPACE(2""=»') = [j DSPACE(2^") 
c=0 
and 
OO 
EgSPACE = DSPACE(2P°'y"°™^') = (J DSPACE(2"'). 
c=0 
We also mention but do not directly examine a variety of other classes, such as 
P, BPP, NP, and PSPACE. These classes have completely standard definitions which 
we do not repeat here. (See [7], for example.) 
Our model of nonuniform computation is in terms of machines that take advice. 
An advice function is a function /i : N —> {0,1}*. If M is a machine and h is an 
advice function, then language accepted by the machine/advice pair M/h is the set 
L { M / h )  =  { x  G  { 0 , 1 } *  I  ( z ,  A ( | z | ) )  e  L { M ) } .  W e  u s e  t h e  f u n c t i o n s  t i m e \ f f h { x )  
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and spaceM/h{x) to denote the number of steps and tape cells, respectively that the 
machine M takes on input {x, A(|z|)). 
We are most interested in machines that take polynomially bounded advice. 
(We say that an advice function : N —> {0,1}* is polynomially bounded if there 
exists a polynomial p such that \h{n)\ < p{n) for every n E N.) We define the 
basic nonuniform complexity classes as follows. If i : N —> N is a time-bound, then 
DTIME(f(n))/Poly is the set of languages A for which there exist a machine M, 
constant c, and polynomially bounded advice function h such that L{M/h) = A and 
< c • i(|a:|) + c for every x 6 {0,1}*. The classes DSPACE(5(n))/Poly, 
DTIME'^(<(n))/Poly, and DSPACE^(i(n))/Poly are defined similarly. The class 
P/Poly is defined as the union over all polynomials p of the DTIME(p(n))/Poly 
classes. It is well-known [41] that P/Poly consists exactly of those languages that are 
computed by polynomial-size Boolean circuits. 
Finally, we use a variety of function classes. Each of our function classes is defined 
by the same set of resources as one of our language classes. Following standard usage, 
we denote each function class by appending an F to the name of the corresponding 
language class. Although we do not define each class explicitly, their definitions 
are clear. For example, the class DSPACE(s(n))/PolyF is the set of functions / : 
{0,1}* {0,1}* for which there exist a machine M, constant c, and polynomially 
bounded advice function h such that M/h{x) = f{x) and timen^i^ix) < c • <(|z|) -f- c 
for every x e {0,1}*. 
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2.3 Reducibilities and Hardness 
We now review the classical notions of reducibility, completeness, and hardness. 
These notions have completely standard definitions which can be found in [7, 33, 
etc.]. We present the notion of reducibility first. 
Intuitively, a reducibility is a method of deciding one language when given infor­
mation about another language. Here we use resource-bounded versions of Turing, 
many-one, and truth-table reducibilities. Briefly, a languages A is Turing reducible 
t o  a  l a n g u a g e  B  i f  t h e r e  i s  a n  o r a c l e  T u r i n g  m a c h i n e  M  s u c h  t h a t  A  =  L { M ^ ) .  L e t  C  
be a complexity class and let A and B be languages. Then we say that A is C-Turing 
reducible to B ("A B") if A G C®. For example, A is polynomial-time Turing 
r e d u c i b l e  t o  B  ( M  B " )  i f  A  e P ^ .  
A language A is many-one reducible to a language B if there is a function / : 
{0,1}* —> {0,1}* such that x £ A <=>- f{x) G B for every x G {0,1}*. In this 
case, we say that A is many-one reducible to B via f. Let .F be a function class and 
let A and B be languages. Then A \s many-one reducible to B if there exists a 
function f E !F such that x E A 4=> f{x) G B. For example, A is polynomial-time 
many-one reducible ("<^-reducible") to B if there is a function / G PF such that 
x Ç. A <=> f{x) G B for every x G {0,1)*. 
A language A is truth-table reducible to a language B, and we write A <tt B, if 
there is a computable function / : {0,1}* ^ {0,1}* such that 
f { x )  =  { { x i , X 2 , .  . . X k ) , a ) ,  
where {xi,x2,..., Xk) is a finite set and a is a boolean formula, and 
X e A 4=^ a([a:i G BJfxj G B]]... [[zt G 5]]). 
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While the above definition is standard and fully captures the spirit of the "truth-
table," this is not the definition we use here. For convenience, we use the following 
equivalent definition. A language A is truth-table reducible to a language B if there 
is a recursive time bound s : N —> N such that A ^ 
In the following chapters we primarily use the polynomial-time many-one (<^), 
P/Poly many-one (<^^°^^), P/Poly Turing and the truth-table (<tt) re­
ducibilities. There we find it useful to work with either the lower or upper re­
ducibility span of a given language L. Briefly, the lower reducibility span of L is 
set of languages that are reducible to L. We write Pm(Z') = {A | X}, 
P/Poly„(L) =  { A \ A  L } ,  P/Poly^lL) = {A j A L}, and RECu(X) = 
{ A  I A <tt L } ,  for the lower reducibility spans of L  with respect to the <J^, 
^p/poiy^ and <tt reducibilities, respectively. Similarly, the upper reducibility span 
of L is set of languages to which L is reducible. We write P~^(L) = {A \ L 
A}, P/Poly-^(L) = {A \L A}, P/Poly-'(I) = {A \ L A), and 
REC[^^(L) = {A \ L <tt A}, for the upper reducibility spans of L with respect to the 
and <tt reducibilities, respectively. 
This brings us to the notions of hardness and completeness. If the lower <r-
reducibility span of a language contains a complexity class C, then we say that 
language is <r-hard for C. More precisely, a language H is <r-hard for a class of 
languages C if every language A € C is <r-reducible to H. Moreover, we say that a 
language C is <^-complete for a class C if C G C and C is <r-hard for C. Notice that 
if <r=<m 3,nd C = NP, then this is the usual notion of NP-completeness [29]. 
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2.4 Measure and Category 
Lebesgue measure, resource-bounded measure, and Baire category each provide 
well-defined notions of the "size" of infinite sets. These notions are used extensively 
in Chapters 3 through 6. Here we review the relevant formulations of each of these 
notions. 
We are particularly interested in sets of infinite binary sequences (equivalently, 
sets of languages) that appear in the context of complexity theory. For the most part, 
such sets have the property that they are closed under finite variations. (Recall that 
a set X of languages is closed under finite variations if for every language A Ç: X 
and every language 5, the condition A B| < oo implies that B Ç: X. li X 
is closed under finite variations, then we say that X is a tail set.) For example, 
most of the sets from the previous section (e.g., P, P/Poly, NP, E, ESPACE, REC, 
Vm{L), P/Poly^^(£), etc.) are easily seen to be closed under finite variations. This 
observation allows us to simplify our discussion of the above notions concerning the 
"size" of infinite sets. 
In each of the above notions, the "size" of a tail set has only three possibilities; 
it is either small., large., or its size is undefined. This phenomenon corresponds to 
the well-known Kolmogorov zero-one law for Lebesgue measure [43] and resource-
bounded measure [60, 61, 66], and its analog for Baire category [78, p. 85]. For 
Lebesgue measure, this phenomenon corresponds to the fact that every tail set either 
has measure 0 (i.e., it is small), measure 1 (i.e., it is large), or is not measurable (i.e., 
its size is undefined). For resource-bounded measure, this phenomenon corresponds 
to the fact that every tail set either has measure 0 in some complexity class C, measure 
1 in C, or is not measurable in C. For Baire category, this phenomenon corresponds 
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to the fact that every tail set is either meager (i.e., it is small), co-meager (i.e., it is 
large), or it does not have the property of Baire (i.e., its size is undefined). 
Here we review the above notions of "size" and pay particular atttention to 
the specific formalizations of "small" and "large" sets. Our presentation provides 
sufficient machinery for the reader to follow the arguments presented herein but is 
not complete. The interested reader is directed to consult [15, 30, 63, 66, 78] for more 
general presentations of these notions. 
We begin by presenting the fundamentals of resource-bounded measure [63, 66], a 
resource-bounded generalization of Lebesgue measure. We present Lebesgue measure 
as a special case of this more general theory. 
2.4.1 Resource-bounded Measure 
Resource-bounded measure^ as formulated by Lutz [63, 66] provides a rigor­
ous notion of measure inside various classes, including E, Eg, ESPACE, EgSPACE, 
REC, and {0,1}°°. For the class {0,1}°°, resource-bounded measure corresponds 
exactly to classical Lebesque measure. For the class REC, resource-bounded mea­
sure is closely related to, but not known to be equivalent to, the effective measure 
of Freidzon [27], Melhorn [73], and others. Resource-bounded measure is formulated 
here both in terms of uniform systems of density functions and in terms of betting 
strategies (martingales). These formulations of resource-bounded measure are equiv­
alent [63, 66] and share common notational conventions. We present these notational 
^Resource-bounded measure was originally formulated by Lutz [60, 61] in terms 
of modulated covering by cylinders. Although all the results in [60, 61] are true, 
the underlying formulation of resource-bounded measure in [60, 61] was technically 
flawed. Here we use the emended version of resource-bounded measure as found in 
[63, 66]. 
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conventions first. 
Recall that a string w 6 {0,1}* is a prefix of a sequence y G {0,1}°° if there is 
a sequence z G {0,1}°° such that y = wz. In this case, we write w ^y. We denote 
the set of all sequences whose prefix is w E {0,1}* by 
c ^  =  { z e { 0 , i r  I idÇ z}  
the cylinder specified by w. 
Both formulations of resource-bounded measure require the approximation of 
real-valued functions. For this purpose, we use the set 
D = {m • 2~" I m, n G N} 
of nonnegative dyadic rationals. Furthermore, both formulations require precise no­
tions of the computational complexity of such approximations. In order to have an 
unambigious criteria for the complexity of these approximations, we assume that all 
functions / map {0,1}* into {0,1}*. 
For notational convenience, we often write that a function / maps some set X 
into D, where X is either {0,1}*, N, D, or some cartesian product of these sets. 
In this situation, we implicitly associate the function f : X T) with a function 
/ : {0,1}* —> {0,1}* that acts on strings in {0,1}* as encoded elements of X and 
produces encoded elements of D. 
Example: Let / map x {0,1}* into D, let i , j  E N, and let w  E {0,1}*. Then 
we associate / with the function / : {0,1}* —> {0,1}* that operates as follows. 
The function / on input {0\{0\w)) acts precisely like / on input {i,j,w), i.e., if 
= m • 2~" then the function / on input (0', (0^ , w)) produces the string 
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{ u , v ) ,  where u ,  v  are the binary representations of m  and n .  Moreover, / halts 
immediately on any input that is not of the form {0', {0\w)). 
2.4.1.1 Density Systems Our main formulation of resource-bounded mea­
sure is in terms of uniform systems of density functions [63]. We employ this version 
of resource-bounded measure in Chapters 3-5. To begin, consider the following 
definitions. 
Definition (Lutz [63]). A density function is a function d : {0,1}* —> [0,oo) that 
satisfies 
d(^) = ''('0) + ''^'-^) (2.1) 
for all X G {0,1}*. The global value of a density function d is the value d{X). The set 
covered by a density function d is 
s [ d ] =  u a. (2.2) 
d(i)>i 
A density function d covers a set % Ç {0,1}°° if X Ç ^[c?]. 
Notice that the density function d provides a weighting of the elements of {0,1}" 
such that for any arbitrary n G N at most d{\) • 2" of the 2" strings in {0,1}" have 
a density of one or more. Hence the density function d verifies that the statement 
"Pr[z G 5[c(]] < rf(A)" is true in the standard random experiment, i.e., the experiment 
in which the bits of x are chosen by the independent toss of a fair coin. 
A single density function d only provides a means of stating that the set X 
contains at most d{X) of {0,1}°°. Since we are primarily interested in "small" sets, 
we require a means of specifying that a set is arbitrarily small. For this purpose. 
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we use uniform systems of density functions. Here, an n-dimensional density system 
(n-DS) is a function c? : N" x {0,1}* ^ [0, oo) such that dj is a density function for 
every k E N". This brings us to the fundamental concept of a null cover. 
Definition (Lutz [63]). A null cover of a set X of languages is a 1-DS d such that, 
for all A € N, (ft covers X with global value dk{X) < 2"*^. 
It is easy to show [66] that a set % Ç {0,1}°° has classical Lebesgue mea­
sure 0 if and only if there exists a null cover of X. The primary difference between 
classical Lebesgue measure and resource-bounded measure, as we will see, is that 
resource-bounded measure adds the requirement that the density systems be uni­
formly computable in some resource bound. 
Since density systems are real-valued, the concept of computing density systems 
requires approximation. Here we approximate density systems by functions that 
produce arbitrarily good approximations via dyadic rational numbers. A computation 
of an n-.DS d is a function d : x {0,1}* ^ D such that 
(2.3) 
for all k G N", r 6 N, and x G {0,1}". Thus a computation of an n-DS d can be 
used to approximate d to any arbitrary precision. 
Resource-bounded measure is achieved by adding resource-bounds in the natural 
way to the above computations. Let A be a class of functions mapping {0,1}* into 
{0,1}*. A computation of an n-DS c? is a computation d such that d E A. An 
n-DS is A-computable if there exists a A-computation d of d. 
Measure inside of complexity classes is achieved by associating function classes 
with classes of languages. In [60, 61, 66], Lutz shows that certain function classes 
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A characterize classes of languages iî(A). Moreover, Lutz shows that each A class 
induces measure structure on the corresponding /2(A) class. Here we use the following 
A cleisses. (Recall from section 2.2 that DTIMEF(i(n)) and DSPACEF(3(n)) are 
classes of functions / : {0,1}* {0,1}* defined in the obvious way.) 
p = ÛDTIMEF(n'=) 
C=1 
P2 = Q DTIMEF(7%'°B'''") 
C=1 
OO 
pspace = (J DSPACEF(n'^) 
C=1 
OO 
pgspace = UDSPACEF(n'°8^''") 
C=1 
rec = {/ I / is computable } 
The above A classes induce measure structure on the A(A) classes, where /2(p) = E, 
•^(Pî) = Eg, B(pspace) = ESPACE, iî(p2space) = EgSPACE, and il(rec) = REC. 
The following definitions formalize measure inside of the i?(A) classes. 
Definition (Lutz [63]). Let X Ç {0,1}°° and let X'^ denote the complement of X. 
(1) A A-null cover of X is a null cover of X that is A-computable. 
(2) X has A-measure 0, and we write /xa(-^) = 0, if there exists a A-null cover 
of A'. 
(3) X has A-measure 1, and we write HA{X) = 1, if fi£,{X'') = 0. 
(4) X has measure 0 in R{A), and we write n { X  | R { A ) )  = 0, if /^^(Xn jZ(A)) = 0. 
(5) X has measure 1 in A(A), and we write n{X \ R{A)) = 1, if niX"^ | R{A)) = 0. 
I n  t h i s  c a s e ,  w e  s a y  t h a t  X  c o n t a i n s  a l m o s t  e v e r y  l a n g u a g e  i n  R ( A ) .  
In [63, 66], Lutz shows that the above definitions endow the i2(A) classes with 
internal measure-theoretic structure. More specifically, Lutz shows that the collection 
Za of all A-measure 0 sets and the collection Tr{a) of all sets of measure 0 in i2(A) 
are "A-ideals," i.e., they are closed under subsets, finite unions, and "A-unions." 
Moreover, Lutz shows that no cylinder C^, has A-measure 0 or measure 0 in i?(A). 
Thus the A-measure 0 sets and the sets of measure 0 in /2(A) behave set theoretically 
as "small" sets. 
The above definitions are sufiicient to characterize the "small" and "large" sets 
within the R{A) complexity classes. However, the direct application of the above 
definitions is often too cumbersome for our needs. To remedy this situation, we 
mention two sufficient conditions for a set to have A-measure 0. The first condition 
is that a A-union of A-measure 0 sets has A-measure 0. 
Definition (Lutz [63]). Let Z, ZQ, Zi, Zg, • • • Ç {0,1}°®. Then Z is a A-union of the 
OO 
A-measure 0 sets ZQ, Zi, Zg, • • • if Z = \J Zj and there exists a A-computable 2-DS j=o 
d such that each dj is a A-null cover of ZJ. 
Lemma 2.1 ([63]). Let Z,Zo,Zi, Z2, • • • Ç {0,1}°°. If Z is a A-union of the A-
measure 0 sets ZQ, Zi, Z2, • • -, then Z has A-measure 0. 
The second condition is a resource-bounded version of the first Borel-Cantelli 
lemma. In order to state this condition, we require a resource-bounded notion of 
convergence for infinite series. (Notice that our series consist exclusively of nonneg-
00 
ative terms.) A modulus for a series X] a„ is a function m ; N -+ N such that 
n=0 
00 
Ë a. < 2-; 
n=m{ j )  
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for all J e N. A series is A-convergent if it has a modulus m 6 A. 
00 
Lemma 2.2 (Lutz[63]). If d is a A-computable 1-DS such that the series ^ dn{X) 
n=0 
is A-convergent, then 
Ù € ^[Jn] i.o.}) = 0. 
t=0 n=t  
2.4.1.2 Martingales In Chapter 6 we find it convenient to work with a 
formulation of resource-bounded measure in terms of computable betting strategies 
called martingales. This version of resource-bounded measure is mentioned briefly in 
[63] and developed further in [66, 65]. 
Definition ([63]). A martingale is a function d : {0,1}* [0,oo) with the property 
that, for all w G {0,1}*, 
y'"". (2.4) 
A martingale succeeds on a sequence x E {0, l}°° if 
limsupd(x[0..n - 1]) = oo. (2.5) 
n—*00 
The set of sequences for which d succeeds is denoted by 
5°°[c?] = {x G {0,1}°° \ d succeeds on x}. (2.6) 
Intuitively, a martingale is a betting strategy which begins with a finite amount 
of money, d(A), and attempts to become infinitely wealthy. Condition (2.4) ensures 
that the betting is fair. 
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As in our previous version of resource-bounded measure, we approximate mar­
tingales via the dyadic rationals. Here, a computation of a martingale d is a function 
(Î : N X {0,1}* —> D that satisfies 
(2.7) 
for all r € N and w € {0,1}* such that r > |iu|. Moreover, a A-computation of d is 
a computation d of d such that J E A. These definitions allow us to characterize the 
"small" sets in terms of martingales. 
Theorem 2.3 (Lutz [63, 66]). A set X Ç {0,1}'*' has A-measure 0 if and only if 
there is a A-computable martingale d such that X Ç 5°°[£?]. 
Theorem 2.3 provides a characterization of the A-measure 0 sets in terms of 
martingales. Notice that this theorem is sufficient for a complete formalization of 
resource bounded measure in terms of martingales. 
2.4.1.3 Pseudorandomness We end this subsection with a brief discussion 
of resource-bounded randomness. In [63], it is shown that the definitions of resource-
bounded measure admit a natural definition for what it means for an individual 
sequence x 6 {0,1}°° to be random with respect to some resource bound. 
Definition (Lutz [63]). A sequence x E {0,1}°° is A-random if there is no A-
computable martingale that succeeds on x. 
Here we write RAND(A) for the set of all A-random sequences. Notice that no 
language in /2(A) can be A-random. 
Theorem 2.4 (Lutz [63]). RAND(A) D i2(A) = 0. 
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However, notice that A-random sequences are abundant in complexity classes 
that are larger than jR(A). 
Theorem 2.5 (Lutz [63]). 
1. /i(RAND(p)|E2) = 1. 
2. /i(RAND(pspace)|E2SPACE) = 1. 
We use Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 in our investigation of the distribution of weakly 
complete languages in Chapter 6. 
2.4.2 Baire Category 
The theory of Baire category provides our final notion of the "size" of subsets 
of {0,1}°°. Briefly, Baire category classifies subsets of {0,1}°° based on whether or 
not they can be represented as "countable unions of nowhere dense sets." (See [78], 
for example.) A set % Ç {0,1}°° is said to be meager if it can be represented as a 
countable union of nowhere dense sets. (Meager sets are also known as sets of first 
category.) A set X is not meager (equivalently, X is a set of second category) if it can 
not be represented by a countable union of nowhere dense sets. A set X is co-meager 
if X'^ is meager. (The co-meager sets are sometimes referred to as the residual sets.) 
The above characterization of the meager sets in terms of "countable unions 
of nowhere dense sets" is the standard textbook definition, as found in [75, 78, 80, 
etc.]. Here we find it more convenient to use an equivalent characterization of the 
meager sets in terms of a two-person infinite game of perfect information, called the 
Banach-Mazur game. We use this characterization as the definition of the meager 
sets. 
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Roughly speaking, a Banach-Mazur game consists of a payoff set X Ç {0,1}°° 
and two players, Player I and Player II. The games is played in rounds with the 
two players taking turns extending a finite string. The game begins with Player I 
extending the empty string. The end result of the game is an infinite string x G 
{0,1}°°. Player I's goal is to force x to be in the payoff set X. Player II's goal is to 
keep X out of X. Player I wins if x ^ X and Player II wins if x ^ X. 
More precisely, a play of a Banach-Mazur game consists of two competing strate­
gies cr and r. Each strategy is a function cr : N x {0,1}* —> {0,1}* with the property 
that w ^ CTm{w) for every w 6 {0,1}* and m G N. Play begins with the empty string. 
Wo = A. Player I extends wq by applying cq. Player II then extends wi = croiwo) by 
applying tq. The game continues in this fashion forever. The play of (cr, t) generates 
an infinite sequence of strings Wq ^ wi ^ W2 ^ ... by the following recursion. 
lOo = A, 
W2m+1 = o-m(w2m) for every m € N, 
W 2 m + 2  =  T m ( u ' 2 m + i )  for every m e N. 
The result of the play (o", r) is the sequence R ( c r , T )  G {0,1}°° that satisfies 
H((j,r)[n] = iy„+i[n] 
for every n € N. 
Let (?[%] denote the Banach-Mazur game with payoff set X Ç {0,1}°°. Then 
we say that a strategy cr is a winning strategy for Player I in G[%] if for all strategies 
r, i2(cr, r) G X. Similarly, we say that a strategy r is a winning strategy for Player 
II in G[X] if for all strategies a, 7î(ct, t) ^ X. The above definitions allow us to 
characterize the meager sets in terms of Banach-Mazur games. 
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Definition. A set X Ç {0,1}°° is meager if there exists a winning strategy for Player 
II in the Banach-Mazur game G[X]. A set % Ç {0,1}°° is co-meager if is meager. 
Remark 2.6.The proof that the above definitions are equivalent to the standard 
definitions of meager and co-meager is due to Banach and can be found in either [75] 
or [78]. 
The meager sets behave set-theoretically as small sets. For example, it is well-
known [78] that the meager sets are closed under subsets and countable unions. 
Moreover, no cylinder is meager^ by the following simple argument. Let w E {0,1}* 
and define a strategy a : N x {0,1}* —> {0,1}" by 
cro(A) = w 
o ' n ( y )  =  y l .  
Then it is clear that w Ç R[cr, r) for any possible strategy r and hence that R{a, r) G 
Cw It follows that there is no winning strategy for Player II in G[Cu,] and hence Cu, 
is not meager. 
Since the meager sets behave set-theoretically as small sets, we say that the 
meager sets are negligibly small in the sense of Baire category. Similarly, we say that 
the co-meager sets are large in the sense of Baire category. We use these intuitive 
notions of "small" and "large" in our discussions of computational depth in Chapter 
3. 
Our three notions of "size" appear to adequately capture the intuitive notions of 
"small" and "large" subsets of {0,1}°°. However, it is easy to see that these notions 
^This result is the well-known Baire Category Theorem [78]. 
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are not equivalent. In fact, a set may be large in one notion and yet small in the 
other notions. For example, consider the set RAND® of all algorithmically random 
sequences. It is well-known [70] that RAND is meager and has measure 1. Moreover 
since RAND n REC is empty, it is clear that RAND has measure 0 in REG. Thus 
RAND is large in the sense of Lebesgue measure but small in both the senses of Baire 
category and resource-bounded measure. 
The fact that certain sets may be "small" one sense and yet "large" in another 
does not present a problem here. For each of our applications, only one of the 
above notions of "size" provides a nontrivial measure. In Chapter 4- 6, we consider 
sets of languages within the complexity classes (e.g., E, ESPACE, REC). Since all 
of our complexity classes are countable, each complexity class is meager and has 
measure 0. Therefore every subset of a complexity class is meager and has measure 
0. So the measures provided by Baire category and Lebesgue measure are completely 
uninteresting in this case. For these reasons, we use resource-bounded measure as 
our measure of "size" in Chapters 4-6. 
In Chapter 3 we use Baire category because neither Lebesgue measure nor 
resource-bounded measure provide an adequate measure for sets of computation­
ally deep sequences. In Chapter 3 we show that no computationally deep sequence 
is algorithmically random or recursive. Therefore we are only interested in subsets 
of the set D = {0,1}°° — (RAND U REC). Since RAND has Lebesgue measure 1, the 
set D has Lebesgue measure 0. Moreover since D D REC is empty, D has measure 0 
in every complexity classes for which resource-bounded measure is defined. However, 
both RAND and REC are meager. It follows that the set D is co-meager. Thus we 
®RAND was first defined by Martin-Lof [70]. We review the definition of RAND 
in Section 2.5. 
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are able to distinguish between subsets of D based on their "size" in the sense of 
Baire category. 
2.5 Algorithmic Information and Randomness 
Program-size complexity (commonly referred to as Kolmogorov complexity) was 
discovered independently by Solomonoff [87], Kolmogorov [44], and Chaitin [19]. 
Briefly, the Kolmogorov complexity of a string x E {0,1}* is the length of the "short­
est program that prints a:." More precisely, if z is a string and M is a Turing machine 
with one input tape, one output tape, and A:-worktapes, then the Kolmogorov com­
plexity of X with respect to M is 
C M { ^ )  =  m i n | | 7 r l  |  M { T C )  = zj, (2.8) 
i.e., the length of the shortest program n that produces x when given as input to the 
machine M. (For all of our purposes, we assume that min0 = oo.) It is well-known 
[57] that there are machines U that are universal in the sense that for every machine 
M there is a constant cm such that 
C u { x )  <  C m { X )  + C M  (2.9) 
for every string x 6 {0,1}*. Fix a universal machine U. Then the Kolmogorov 
complexity of x is 
C { x )  =  C u { x ) .  (2.10) 
Kolmogorov complexity and its variants have been used in a number of different 
applications in complexity theory. (See the recent book by Li and Vitanyi [57], for 
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example.) In Chapters 3 and 5 below, we use two variants of Kolmogorov complexity 
and two closely related notions. In Chapter 3, we employ self-delimiting Kolmogorov 
complexity (also known as algorithmic information content or algorithmic entropy) 
and the related notions of algorithmic probability and algorithmic randomness. In 
Chapter 5, we investigate the space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity of languages. 
In this section, we precisely define these notions and review their fundamental prop­
erties. We begin by reviewing our version of space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity. 
2.5.1 Resource-bounded Kolmgorov Complexity 
Resource-bounded versions of Kolmogorov complexity have been investigated 
extensively in the work of Kolmogorov [44], Hartmanis [31], Sipser [86], Levin [53], 
Longpre [58, 59], Balcazar and Book [6], Huynh [35], Ko [42], Allender [3], Allender 
and Rubinstein [2], Allender and Watanabe [4], Lutz [60, 61, 63], and many others. 
Here we use the space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity of languages, i.e., the space-
bounded Kolmogorov complexity of the strings that represent the initial segments of 
languages. This variant of Kolmogorov complexity has been investigated by Huynh 
[35], Lutz [60, 61, 63] and others. 
In our version of space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity, we assume that each 
machine M uses two input tapes, one for the "program" and one for a natural number 
n. For a machine M and "program" tt G {0,1}*, we say that "M(7r,n) = w in < a 
space" if M, on input (7r,n), outputs the string w £ {0,1}* and halts without using 
more than 5 cells of workspace. In Chapter 5 we are especially interested in situations 
where the output is of the form XA=n or of the form xa<„ , i.e., the 2"-bit characteristic 
string of A=n or the (2"+^ — l)-bit characteristic string of /!<„, for some language A. 
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Given a machine M, a space bound 5 : N —> N, a language A Ç {0,1}", and a 
natural number n, the s{n)-space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity of A-n relative to 
M is 
KS'^\A^n) = min| [ttI | M(7r,n) = xa=„ in < s(n) space 
Similarly, the s{n)-space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity of A<n relative to M is 
KS']^"\A<n) = minj jTrj | M(7r,n) = x>i<„ in < sfnj space 
Well-known simulation techniques show that there is a machine U that is optimal 
in the sense that for each machine M there is a constant c such that for all s, /I and 
n, we have 
+ c 
and 
+ c. 
These facts are especially useful. Note that we fix an optimal machine U and omit 
it from the notation. 
2.5.2 Algorithmic Information Theory 
In Chapter 3 we employ self-delimiting Kolmgorov complexity and the related 
notions of algorithmic probability and algorithmic randomness. These notions fall 
under the umbrella of algorithmic information theory. Here we define these notions 
and present their fundamental properties. The interested reader is directed to the 
books by Chaitin [21], Cover and Thomas [23], and Li and Vitanyi [57] for a complete 
development of algorithmic information theory. We begin by defining self-delimiting 
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Figure 2.1: A self-delimiting Turing machine. 
Kolmogorov complexity^ a technical improvement over (2.8) that was formulated in­
dependently by Levin [48, 49], Schnorr [83], and Chaitin [20]. 
The self-delimiting Kolmogorov complexity of a string x is the length of the 
"shortest program that prints x" in a restricted model of Turing machine computa­
tion. In this model of computation, the set of valid programs is restricted so that it 
forms an instantaneous code, i.e., if tt is a valid program in this model, then no proper 
prefix of TT is a valid program. Thus each program must be, in a sense, self-delimiting. 
In our version of this model, each self-delimiting Turing machine has a single 
program tape, a single output tape, and A:-worktapes. Each of the k -^2 tapes is 
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infinite. The program and output tapes are infinite to the right, and the ^-worktapes 
are infinite in both directions. Only O's, I's, and blanks may appear on these tapes. 
See Figure 2.1 for an example of this type of restricted Turing machine. 
Each of the A: + 2 tapes has a single dedicated scanning head. The scanning head 
for the program tape is read only and can only move to the right. The scanning head 
for the output tape is write only and can only move to the right. Moreover, the scan­
ning head for the output tape is restricted to writing only O's and I's. The scanning 
heads for the Â:-worktapes may read or write and can move in either direction. 
The initial state of a self-delimiting Turing machine M consists of its initial 
configuration with a program tt on the program tape and the other tapes completely 
blank. In the initial state, the leftmost character of the program tape is blank and the 
program TT lies immediately to the right of this character. In this state, the scanning 
heads for the program tape and output tape are positioned on the leftmost characters 
of their respective tapes. 
The computation M { ' K)  of a self-delimiting machine M on a program TT begins 
with the machine M in its initial configuration and TT on the program tape. The 
computation MIJR) is a success, and we write M{TT) J., if M halts after finitely many 
steps with the program tape head scanning the last bit of TT. Otherwise, we say 
that the computation M{IT) is a failure and write M(-K) j. If a computation M(%) 
is a success, then we write M{TT) 6 {0,1}* for the contents of the output tape and 
for the number of steps that M took on TT. If the computation M{Tr) is 
a failure, then we assume that no output is produced and that timtMij) = oo. If 
M{v) 1, then we say that TT is a valid program for M. 
It is well-known [57] that there are self-delimiting Turing machines U that are 
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efficient and universal in the sense that for every machine M there is a program 
prefix ttm and a constant cm such that 
(i) U [ ' KMT^ )  = M [ TT)  and 
(ii) timeu{'KM'^) < cm(1 + fimeM('r)logfimeM(7r)) 
for all valid programs tt satisfying M(7r) j.. We fix one such efficient, universal self-
delimiting Turing machine U and define classical and time-bounded self-delimiting 
Kolmogorov complexity as follows. 
Definition. Let i : N —> N be a time-bound and let M be a self-delimiting Turing 
machine. 
1. The self-delimiting Kolmogorov complexity of x E {0, l}* relative to M is 
K M{X) — min||7r| | M { - K)  J, and M { - K)  = a:|, 
the length of the shortest valid program for M that produces x. The self-
delimiting Kolmogorov complexity of x £ {0,1}* is 
K { x )  =  K u { x ) .  
2. The t-time-bounded {self-delimiting) Kolmogorov complexity of x relative to M 
is 
K l f { x )  = min||7r| j M ( 7 r )  =  x  and iimeM[T^) < ^(k|)|. 
The t-time-bounded (self-delimiting) Kolmogorov complexity of x is 
Self-delimiting Kolmogorov complexity is known here by several terms. In Chap­
ter 1, we refer to self-deHmiting Kolmogorov complexity as algorithmic information 
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content. In this section and in Chapter 3, we occasionally refer to self-delimiting 
Kolmogorov complexity as algorithmic entropy. These three terms are synonomous. 
At this point we note a fundamental relationship between the algorithmic entropy 
of programs and the strings produced by these programs. The following result is well-
known and obvious, but very useful. 
Lemma 2.7. There is a constant cq G N such that, for all x E {0,1}* and all tt 
satisfying [/(TT) = Z, 
K { x )  <  K { - k)  +  Co. 
Closely related to the notion of algorithmic entropy is the notion of algorithmic 
probability. This notion requires some additional notation. For a given self-delimiting 
Turing machine M and string x G {0,1}*, we write 
PROGM = {TT I M { N )  J.} 
and 
PROGM(a;) = {t 1 M { T r )  J. and A/{7r) = x }  
for the set of valid programs for M and the set of valid programs for M that produce 
X, respectively. Let i : N —> N be a time-bound and let M be a self-delimiting Turing 
machine. Then, we write 
PROGJI^(a:) = {TT | M { i r )  =  x  and izmeA^(7r) < /(|x|)} 
for the set of all f-time-bounded programs for M  that produce x. We write PROG 
for PROGcf, PROG(x) for PROG[/(i), and PROG'(x) for PROG|;(i). 
Since the scanning head for the program tape of a self-delimiting Turing ma­
chine may only move right, the sets PROGm, PROGmCs:), and PROGji^(a:) are all 
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instantaneous codes, i.e., in each of these sets no string is the prefix of any other. 
The above fact, in combination with the well-known Kraft inequality, implies that 
2-W < 1. 
irgPROGAf 
These observations allow us to precisely define the probability that "a fixed machine 
M produces the string x when given a random program," the algorithmic probability 
of X  
For an instantaneous code I Ç {0,1}*, we define the probability of I to be 
Pr(f) = ;^2-W. 
xei 
The probability Pr(/) corresponds to the probability that a sequence x G {0,1}°° is 
in the set 
L J c »  
tu6/ 
in the usual random experiment in which the bits of x are chosen by the independent 
toss of a fair coin. This definition leads to a natural notion of algorithmic probability. 
Definition. Let x E {0,1}*, let < : N —> N be a time bound, and let M be a 
self-delimiting Turing machine. The algorithmic probability of x relative to M is 
m m{x) = Pr(PROGA/(a:)). 
The algorithmic probability of x is 
m(z) = m [,(x). 
The t-time-bounded algorithmic probability of x relative to M is 
inL(z) = Pr(PROGl,(x)). 
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The t-time-bounded algorithmic probability of x is 
m*(z) = 
Intuitively, the quantity m(z) corresponds to the probability that the universal 
machine produces the string x when a random string is placed on its program tape. 
As the following two theorems illustrate, the notions of algorithmic probability and 
algorithmic entropy are closely related. 
Theorem 2.8 (Levin [48, 49], Chaitin [20]). There is a constant c € N such that, 
for all X E {0,1}*, 
— logm(z) < K { x )  <  — logm(x) + c. 
The time-bounded versions of algorithmic entropy and algorithmic probability 
are also closely related. A straightforward modification of the proof of Theorem 2.8 
yields the following time-bounded version. (The following theorem is also seen as an 
immediate corollary of Lemma 3 of [56].) 
Theorem 2.9. Let i : N ^ N be recursive. 
1. For all X 6 {0,1}*, 
- logm'(z) < K \ x ) .  
2. There exist a recursive function : N —> N and a constant Ci S N such that, 
for all X E {0,1}*, 
A'''(.r) < - logm'(z) -f cj. 
In our development of computation depth in Chapter 3, the above theorems are 
especially useful. We also use the following lemma and corollary, both due to Bennett. 
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For the lemma, say that a string tt G {0,1}* computes a finite instantaneous code 1 if 
(/(tt) = [xo) • • • ) a:n-i] is a binary string that encodes an enumeration of the elements 
lO) • • • > Zn-i of I in some standard fashion. 
Lemma 2.10 (Bennett [11]). There is a constant c' G N such that, for all TT G {0,1}*, 
if TT computes a finite instantaneous code /, then for all a; G /, 
/i'(x) < la;] + logPr(/) + |7r| + c'. 
(Note that —|x| < logPr(/) < 0, so that the bound becomes tighter as Pr(/) becomes 
smaller.) 
Proof. Let M be a Turing machine that, with program TTTT, where TT computes a 
finite instantaneous code and TT G {0,1}*, performs as indicated in Figure 2.2. (If the 
program for M is not of this form, then the computation is a failure.) Since {/ is a 
universal Turing machine, there is a program prefix tt ^ G {0,1}* such that, for all 
TT G {0,1}*, {/(TT MTT) = M(7R). Let 
c' = k m| + 1. 
To see that c' has the desired property, let TT G {0,1}* compute a finite instan­
taneous code I. If / = 0, then the lemma is affirmed vacuously, so assume that 
7^0. Let xo,...,x„_i and Atq, ..., Ar„_i be as in Figure 2.2. Define real numbers 
To < • • • < r„ by the recursion 
ro = 0, r,+i = n + 2~''', 
and note that 
r„ = ^ 2-''' = < Pr(/)-^ ^2-1^1 = 1. 
t=o xei xçi 
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begin 
simulate f/(7r) to obtain I (on a worktape) in the form 
I  —  { ï Q )  •  •  •  1  1 }  1  
where xo,..., a;„_i are in standard order; 
tt' := A; 
for 0 < z < n do 
begin 
if z = 0 then w := O'"' else w := next{w, t,), 
where k i  = |xi| — [—logPr(/)J and n e x t { w ^ k i )  is the 
immediate lexicographic successor of the string 
while "ïï' n.w do 
if n' = w then output Xi and halt 
else TT' := ir'b, where b is the 
next bit on the program tape 
end 
end M(7r7f). 
Figure 2.2: The Turing Machine M used in the proof of Lemma 2.10. 
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Define strings TT, ... ,7r„_i € {0,1}* by 
ffo = O'"', TT.+i = next{^i, ki+i), 
where the function next is defined as in Figure 2.2. A routine induction on i shows 
that each TT,- is the standard A:,-bit binary representation of the natural number r,- • 2'". 
(The key point in the induction step is that, for 0 < i < n — 1, we have r,- + 2"'^' = 
r,-+i < r„_i < r„ < 1, so r,- • 2^' < 2^' — 1. By the induction hypothesis, this means 
that TT; does not consist entirely of I's, so 7r,+i = nexZ(^,-, fc,+i) contains only ki+i 
bits.) Moreover, it is easily checked that, for all 0 < i < n, TT,- is the value assigned 
to u; by M during iteration i of the for-loop, and that 
[/•(TT MTTTI) = M{-KTt i )  = X,-, 
whence 
K{xi) < |7r MTTT,! = A:,-+ |7r| + c'- 1 
< |a;,| + logPr(/) + |7r| + c'. 
• 
Corollary 2.11. For every recursive function Z : N —> N there exists a constant 
c* S N such that, for all y E {0,1}* and all TT G PROG'(j/), 
K{Tr) < |7r| + logm'(j/) + /<'(2/) + c*. 
(Note that — |7r| < logm'(y) < 0, so the bound becomes tighter as the time-bounded 
algorithmic probability of y becomes smaller.) 
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Proof. Let f : N —> N be recursive. Let M be a Turing machine that, with program 
TT E {0,1}*, does the following. First M simulates U{7r). If this computation does 
not succeed, then M(;r)t. Otherwise, if U{Tr) = y, then M simulates U{Tr') for i(|y|) 
steps for every string TT' € {0,and uses the result of this simulation to output 
an (encoded) enumeration .[ttq, ..., 7r„_i] of the finite instantaneous code PROG'(?/). 
Since 17 is a universal Turing machine, there is a program prefix TT ^  € {0,1}* 
such that, for all TT G {0,1}*, [/(TT Let 
c = ITT MI + c', 
where d is the constant given by Lemma 2.10. For y 6 {0,1}*, let TT^ be a shortest 
element of PROG(I/). Then, for all Y, the string TT computes the finite instan­
taneous code PROG'(j/). It follows by Lemma 2.10 that, for all y G {0,1}* and 
TT G PR0G'(2/), 
K{TV) < |7r| + logPr(PROG'(y)) + |7r a/TTj^I + C' 
= |7r| + logm'(y) + /l'(?/) + c*. 
• 
In Chapter 3 we examine sets of sequences that are related by the Kolmogorov 
complexity of their initial segments. Let g : N —» [0, oo) be a function and let 
i : N —»• N be a recursive time bound. We define the classes 
Ki.o.[< fir(n)] = {z E {0,1}°° | /i'(x[0..n - 1]) < g{n) i.o.} 
and 
KL[< 9{n)] = {a: e {0,1}°° \ K^{x[0..n - 1]) < g{n) i.o.} . 
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In the above definitions, g{n) is used as a "threshold value" for the Kolmogorov 
complexity of the n-bit prefix of a sequence x E {0,1}°°. These classes contain every 
sequence whose Kolmogorov complexity falls below the threshold value for infinitely 
many prefixes. 
The following theorem says that almost every recursive sequence has very high 
time-bounded Kolmogorov complexity almost everywhere. We use this result in the 
proof of the main result in Chapter 3. 
Theorem 2.12 (Lutz [63]). For every recursive bound f : N —> N and every real 
number 0 < a < 1, 
o [< an] I REC) = 0. 
(Theorem 2.12 follows immediately from Corollary 4.9 of [63]. Corollary 4.9 of [63] 
is stronger in several respects.) 
2.5.3 Algorithmic Randomness 
In Chapter 3 we examine infinite binary sequences that are intrinsically random 
to any algorithmic process. We conclude this section with a brief discussion of this 
notion of algorithmic randomness. Algorithmic randomness was originally defined 
by Martin-Lof [70] using constructive versions of ideas from measure theory. Under 
Martin-Lof's original definition, a sequence is random if it passes all computable 
tests of randomness. Subsequently, Levin [48, 49], Schnorr [83], and Chaitin [20] 
showed that algorithmic randomness could be characterized in terms of self-delimiting 
Kolmogorov complexity. (Indeed, this was an important motivation for developing 
the self-delimiting formulation.) For the purposes of this dissertation, it is convenient 
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to use this characterization as the definition. 
Definition. A sequence x G {0,1}°° is algorithmically random^ and we write x £ 
RAND, if there is a constant k E N such that K(xl0..n — 1]) > n ~ k a.e. That is, 
RAND = 0 Ki.o.[< n -
A;=0 
Thus a sequence is random if almost every initial segment of it has high Kol-
mogorov complexity. The following theorem summarizes the elementary properties 
of RAND that are used in Chapter 3. 
Theorem 2.13 (Martin-Lof [70]). RAND is a measure 1 subset of {0,1}°° that is 
closed under finite variations and does not contain the characteristic sequence of any 
recursively enumerable set. 
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CHAPTER 3. COMPUTATIONAL DEPTH 
Recently, Bennett [10, 11] extended algorithmic information theory to include 
notions of computational depth for binary strings and infinite binary sequences. In 
this chapter we review these notions and present two new results. The first result 
says that that every weakly useful sequence is strongly deep. The second result says 
that, in the sense of Baire Category, almost every sequence has depth-like properties. 
The results in this chapter are joint work with James Lathrop and Jack Lutz [37]. 
For binary strings, Bennett's notion of computational depth (also know as "logi­
cal depth" in [10, 11]) roughly corresponds to the amount of time required to produce 
a string from its shortest description. This notion is closely related to Adelman's no­
tion of "potential" [1] and Koppel's notion of "sophistication" [47]. For infinite binary 
sequences, Bennett defines notions of strong and weak computational depth. Roughly 
speaking, a sequence x E {0,1}°° is strongly deep if all of its initial segments are deep. 
A sequence x € {0,1}°° is weakly deep if it is not reducible in recursively bounded 
time to any random sequence. (See [10, 11, 37] for the intuition and motivation 
behind these notions.) 
Some of the intuition behind Bennett's notions of strong and weak computa­
tional depth lies in the observation that truly intricate sequences should be neither 
random nor simple. To justify this intuition, Bennett shows that no recursive or algo-
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rithmically random sequence is strongly or weakly deep. Similarly, Bennett justifies 
the intuition that strong depth captures a measure of computational usefulness by 
showing that K, the diagonal halting language, is strongly deep. 
In this chapter we rigorously confirm Bennett's intuition about the notions of 
strong and weak computational depth . In section 3.1 we examine Bennett's notion 
of strong computational depth. There we show that no recursive or algorithmically 
random sequence is strongly deep. Furthermore, we show that every weakly useful se­
quence is strongly deep. This result extends Bennett's observation that K is strongly 
deep. 
In section 3.2, we examine Bennett's notion of weak computational depth. There 
we show that, in the sense of Baire Category, almost every sequence, is weakly deep. 
3.1 Strong Computational Depth 
In this section we examine Bennett's notion of strong computational depth for 
infinite binary sequences. As shown in Theorem 3.4, this notion admits several equiv­
alent characterizations. We begin this section by presenting a formulation of strong 
depth in terms of parameterized depth classes. 
Definition. For : N —> N and n 6 N, we define the sets 
D*(n) =  { x e  {0,1)~ I (VTT G PROG'(x[0..n - l]))A'(7r) < |7r| - g{n)} 
and 
OO OO 
d; = u n D'.(n) 
m=0n=m 
= G {0,1}°° I X G D^(n) a.e.}. 
A sequence x E {0,1}°° is strongly deep, and we write x E strDEEP, if for every 
recursive time bound < : N —> N and every constant c E N, z E D^. 
We begin our examination of strong computational depth by reaffirming Ben­
nett's observation that no strongly deep sequence can be algorithmically random. 
For this purpose, we require the following technical lemma concerning algorithmi­
cally random sequences. 
Lemma 3.1. If x E RAND, then there exist a sequence kQ,ki,... of natural numbers 
and a sequence TTQ, TTI, ... of programs satisfying the following three conditions for all 
Z E N .  
(1) For all n > A:,-, K{x[0..k{ — 1]) — < A'(x[0..n — 1]) — n. 
(2) U{iri) = a:[0..fc,- — 1] and |7ri| = K{x[0..ki — 1]). 
(3) ki+i > ki 4- timeu { -K i ) .  
Proof. Let x E RAND. Define / : N -+ Z by f(n) = A'(x[0..n - 1]) — n. For each 
i E N, fix the least argument Ui > i such that /(n,) < /(n) for all n > i. (Since 
x E RAND, / is bounded below, so n,- exists.) Define the sequences A;o, ti,... and 
TTojTTi,... recursively as follows. Let ko = no and let ttq be a minimal program for 
x[0..feo — 1]. Given fc,- and tt,-, let and let 7r,+i be a minimal 
program for a;[0../:,+i — 1]. It is easily verified that the sequences to, . and 
TTo,TTi,... satisfy conditions (1), (2), and (3). • 
Theorem 3.2 (Bennett [11]). RAND H strDEEP = 0. In fact, there exist a recursive 
function t{n) = 0{n log n) and a constant c E N such that RAND n D^ = 0. 
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Proof. Let M be a Turing machine that, with program iry, does the following. The 
machine M simulates recording timeuiT^) while doing so. If the simulated com­
putation succeeds, M then reads and outputs the first timeuii^) bits of y (appended to 
the string U{n) already produced as output) and halts. Note that if |y| = timeu{'K), 
then the computation of M{7ry) succeeds, with M{ny) = U{7r)y. Otherwise, the 
computation of M{Try) is a failure. 
On successful computations, the Turing machine M takes 0{\y\) steps to produce 
U{Tr)y. Thus there exist a program prefix TT M and a recursive, nondecreasing time 
bound t{n) = O(nlogn) such that, for all successful computations l/(îr) and all 
strings y with |y| = ttTne[;(7r), the following two conditions hold. 
(i) U{tt M-^y) = U{n)y. 
(ii) timeu{ir MT^V) < i(|y|)-
Let c = Itt I + Co, where CQ is the constant from Lemma 2.7. We prove that RAND (1 
D* = 0. 
Let X 6 RAND. Fix sequences fco, FCI,... and TTQ, TTI, ... as in Lemma 3.1. For 
each z € N, let n; = fc; + timeuiiri). Note that the sequence no,ni,... is strictly 
increasing. We prove that x ^ D^ by showing that, for all i e N, x ^ Dj.(ni). 
Conditions (i) and (ii) above imply that the following conditions hold for all 
i e N .  
(iii) U{ir — 1]) = a;[0..n,- — 1]. 
(iv) timeu{i^ M7rix[fci..n,- - 1]) < f(n,- - fcj) < f(n,). 
Then, for all i 6 N 
TT - 1] G PROG'(a:[0..ni - 1]) 
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and Lemma 3.1 tells us that 
/f(a:[0..fcf — 1]) < /<'(x[0..n,'— 1]) — n,-+ fc,-
= K{x[Q..ni — 1]) — timeu{T^i), 
whence 
K(ir — 1]) > /i'(a:[0..n,- — 1]) — cq 
> /^(a:[0..fc,' — 1]) + timeu{'ïïi) — cq 
= |7r, | + nj — fc,-- Co 
= |7r,x[A:i..ni — 1]1 - Co 
= Itt - 1]| - c. 
Thus X 0 Dg(ni) for all i G N, so i ^  D^. • 
As mentioned above, the notion of strong computational depth has several equiv­
alent characterizations. Here we show that our definition is equivalent to Bennett's 
original definition and two other definitions based on algorithmic entropy and al­
gorithmic probability. We first recall Bennett's original definition of computational 
depth for binary strings. 
Definition ([11]). Let w G {0,1}* and c G N. Then the computational depth of w 
at significance level c is 
depthg(u;) = min{< G N | (Btt G PROG'(ti;)) |7r| < A'(7r) -J- c}. 
Using the above definition, Bennett defines a sequence x to be strongly deep if 
for every recursive time bound i : N —> N and every constant c G N, depthj(x[0..n — 
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1]) > t{n) a.e. This definition is easily seen to be equivalent to one in terms of the 
parameterized depth classes D*. We now present two related parameterized depth 
classes defined in terms of algorithmic entropy and algorithmic probability. 
Definition. For i, 5^ : N —> N and n 6 N, we define the sets 
D^(n) = {i E {0,1}°° I A'(z[0..n - 1]) < A"(z[0..n - 1]) - !/(»)}, 
D^(n) = {x e {0,1}°° I m(a;[0..n - 1]) > 2'Wm*(z[0..n - 1])}, 
00 00 ÊS = u n 
m=0 n=:m 
00 00 5; = u n ô;(»)-
m=0 n=m 
The following technical lemma illustrates the relationships among the various 
parameterized depth classes. (Note that lemma 3.3 was proven in a different form in 
[11].) 
Lemma 3.3 (Bennett [11]). If Z ; N N is recursive, then there exist constants 
Co,Ci,C2 6 N and a recursive function : N —> N such that the following six 
conditions hold for all 5 : N —> N and all n 6 N. 
1. 4. Ç 6; 
2 .  s .  D ^ Ç D ^  
3- Ç D;(") 6- £ D; 
Proof. It suffices to prove 1, 2, and 3, since 4, 5, and 6 then follow immediately. 
1. Let Co be as in Lemma 2.7 and assume that x G D^^(.|j(n). Let tt be a shortest 
element of PROG'(x[0..n — 1]). Since x E Dg^gg(n), we have K{n) < |7r| — g{n) — CQ.  
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It follows that 
if(x[0..n - 1]) < K{ir) + co 
< |7r |-£r(n) 
= /<r'(a:[0..7z - 1]) - 5r(n), 
whence x 6 Dg(Ti). 
2. Choose ci and ti for i as in Theorem 2.9 and assume that x E D^+ci (")• Then 
jr(z[0..a — 1]) < /i''^(a:[0..n — 1]) — ^(n) — ci. It follows by Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 that 
m(a:[0. .n-l]) > 
> -K'l (r[0..n-l]) 
> 2®(")m'(x[0..n-1]), 
whence x E Dj(n). 
3. Let c be as in Theorem 2.8, choose c* for t as in Corollary 2.11, let c; = c + c*, 
and assume that x Ç D^^^^(n). Then 
/!f(a:[0..n — 1]) < — log m(a;[0..n — 1]) + c 
< -logm'(x[0..n - 1]) - 5r(n) - C2 + c 
= — log m'(x[0..n — 1]) — 5r(n) — c*. 
Thus, for all tt 6 PROG*(x[0..n — 1]), 
^(7r) < |7r| +/f(x[0..n — 1]) + logm'(x[0..n — 1]) + c* 
< |7r |-5(n),  
whence x G D'(n). • 
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We use Lemma 3.3 to show that strong computational depth has several equiv­
alent characterizations. 
Theorem 3.4 (Bennett [11]). For x E {0,1}°°, the following four conditions are 
equivalent. 
(1) X is strongly deep. 
(2) For every recursive time bound < : N —> N and every constant c G N, 
depthc(a:[0..n — 1]) > t{n) a.e. 
(3) For every recursive time bound i : N —> N and every constant c G N, x G D^. 
(4) For every recursive time bound i : N —> N and every constant c G N, x G D^. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows immediately from the definitions. The 
equivalence of (1), (3), and (4) follows immediately from Lemma 3.3. • 
Note that, as mentioned previously, (1) and (2) are easily seen to be equivalent. 
In [11], Bennett uses (2) as the definition of strong computational depth and implicitly 
proves the equivalence of (2), (3), and (4). Li and Vitanyi [55, 57] essentially use 
(4) as the definition in their discussion of computational depth. Here we use these 
characterizations of strong computational depth interchangably. 
Our next lemma essentially shows that depth cannot be generated quickly by 
deterministic processes. This technical lemma is related to Bennett's slow growth 
law [11]. For this lemma, we require some specific notation. First, for any function 
s : N ^ N, we define the function s* : N —> N by 
s*(n)  =  
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Second, for any unbounded, nondecreasing function / : N —^ N, we define the 
special-purpose "inverse" function : N —> N by 
/~^(n) = max{m | f { m )  <  n } .  
Also, for this lemma, say that a function 5 : N —> N is time-constructible if there 
exist a constant c, E N and a Turing machine that, given the standard binary 
representation w of a natural number n, computes the standard binary representation 
of s{n) in at most c, • s(|u;|) steps. Using standard techniques [33, 7], it is easy to 
show that, for every recursive function r : N —> N, there is a strictly increasing, 
time-constructible function s : N —> N such that, for all n € N, r(n) < 5(n). 
Lemma 3.5. Let 5 : N —> N be strictly increasing and time-constructible, with the 
constant G N as witness. For each s-time-bounded oracle Turing machine M, there 
is a constant c ^ E N with the following property. Given nondecreasing functions 
: N —> N, define the functions T,?,p : N —> N by 
r(n) = t{s*{n+ 1)) + 4:S*{n  +  I ) +  2 { n +  l ) c s s { l ) +  2 n s ' ' { n  +  l ) s { l ) ,  
t = c M(1+ T(n) [log r(n)]), 
g = 5(s*(n-M))-1-c M, 
where 1  is the number of bits in the binary representation of n. For all x , y  Ç .  {0,1}°°, 
if y <DTiME(a) ^ M and y E D|, then z E D^. 
Proof. Let 5 and M be as in the statement of the lemma. Let M' be a Turing 
machine that, with program TT E {0,1}*, operates as in Figure 3.1. Since U is an 
efficient universal Turing machine, there exist a program prefix TT M' E {0,1}* and a 
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constant c M' G N such that, for all TT £ {0,1}*, 
[/(TT A/'T) = M'(7r) 
and 
timeuiTT M'TT) < c ^'(1 + fzmeM'(?r)log 
Let M" be a Turing machine that, with program TT* G {0,1}*, simulates U{Tr*) and 
outputs TT if and only if {/(TT*) = TT ^/TT. Since U is universal, there is a program 
prefix TT M'> € {0,1}* such that, for all TT* € {0,1}*, U{TR MXTT') = M"(7r*). Let 
Cm- max {c M', K M'l + K Af"|} . 
Fix mo € N such that (5*)~^(m) > 0 for all m > mo. 
begin 
u := U{ir); 
n := (s*)-^(lu|); 
for 0 < 2 < n do 
append the bit to the output; 
halt; 
end M { IT).  
Figure 3.1: The Turing machine M' used in the proof of Lemma 3.5. 
Now define r, i, and g as in the statement of the lemma and assume that x,y Ç. 
{0,1}°° satisfy y <^time(S) ^ ^ and y £ d|. Fix no G N such that y G D|(n) for 
all n > no and let 
mi = max {mo, s'{no) + 1} . 
The following two claims are verified at the end of this proof. 
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Claim 1. For all m > mo and TT 6 {0,1}*, if TT € PROG'(a;[0..m — 1]), then 
TT M'TT 6 PROG^(j/[0..n - 1]), where n = (s*)~^(m). 
Claim 2. For all m > mi and all TT G PROG'(x[0..m — 1]), 
K{Tr) < k|-g(7%) + CM, 
where n = (s*)~^(m). 
To finish proving the lemma, let m> mi and let TT G PROG'(x[0..m — 1]). Then, 
by Claim 2 and the monotonicity of g, 
K{Tr) < |7r|-5((5'')-^(m)) + CM 
= kl-5(5*((s*)"^(m) + 1)) 
< kl -g(m). 
Thus X G Dg(m). Since this holds for all m > mi, it follows that i G D^, affirming 
the lemma. All that remains, then, is to prove the two claims. 
To prove Claim 1, assume that m > mo and TT G PROG'(x[0..m — 1]). Let 
u = r[0..m — 1] and n = (5*)~^(m). Since m > mo, we must have s*(n) < m. Since 
M is s-time-bounded, this implies that = y[i] for all 0 < i < n. 
(All queries in these computations must be to bits x[j] for j < |if|.) Thus 
[/(TT M'TT) = M'(7r) = 7/[0..n — 1]. 
With program TT, M' requires at most f(m) steps to compute u, at most 4m additional 
steps to compute |u| in binary, at most 2(n + l)c5s(/) steps to compute n, and at most 
2nms{l) steps to execute the for-loop. Since s*(n + 1) > m, and t is nondecreasing. 
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it follows that < T(n), so 
timeuiir M'TT) < t{n). 
Thus TT jvf'TT E PROG^(y[0..n — 1]). This proves Claim 1. 
Finally, to prove Claim 2, let m > mi, let TT € PROG'(x[0..m — 1]), and let 
n = {s")~^{m). Since m > s*{no), it must be the case that n = (5*)~^(m) > no, 
whence y G Di(n). Since m > mo. Claim 1 tells us that tt m'"" E PROG'(î/[0..n — 1]). 
Since y G D|, it follows that 
K{Tr m'TT) < \ir -  g{n) = |7r| -  g{n) + [tt M'|. 
Now let TT* be a shortest element of PR0G(7r M'I"). Then ( /{N*) = TT M'TT, SO 
U{'!TMII7R*) = = TT, 
so 
K{n) < l7rM"7r*| 
= A'(7r a/'TT) + ITT A,"| 
< \ - ï ï \ - g { n )  +  C M -
This proves Claim 2 and completes the proof of Lemma 3.5 
• 
Technical Lemma 3.5 allows us to show that no strongly deep sequence is truth-
table reducible to a sequence that is not also strongly deep. This implies that strong 
depth is invariant under truth-table equivalence, a fact noted by Bennett [11]. 
Theorem 3.6. Let x,y G {0,1}°°. If y <tt x and y is strongly deep, then x is 
strongly deep. 
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Proof. Assume the hypothesis. To see that x is strongly deep, fix a recursive function 
i : N —> N and a constant c G N. It suffices to prove that x E D*. 
Since y <tt x, there exist a strictly increasing time-constructible function s : 
N N and an 5-time-bounded oracle Turing machine M such that y ^ 
via M. Choose a constant c for M as in Lemma 3.5 and define g : N ^ N by 
g{n) = c for all n G N. Then, in the notation of Lemma 3.5, t is recursive and g is 
constant. Since y is strongly deep, it follows that y 6 D^. It follows by Lemma 3.5 
that X G Dg. • 
Theorem 3.6 allows us to reaffirm Bennett's observation that no recursive se­
quence is strongly deep. 
Corollary 3.7 (Bennett [11]). REC D strDEEP = 0. 
Proof. Let x G REC; it suffices to show that x ^ strDEEP. Fix z G RAND. Then, 
trivially, x <tt z. By Theorem 3.2, z ^ strDEEP, so by Theorem 3.6, x 0 strDEEP. 
• 
Although no recursive sequence is strongly deep, the following technical the­
orem tells us that every recursive sequence is either somewhat deep or somewhat 
compressible. (Recall from Chapter 2 that 
Ki,o.[< 5(")] = (a: 6 {0,1}°° | /(''(x[0..n - 1]) < g{n) i.o.j .) 
Theorem 3.8. If i : N —> N is recursive and 0 < a < /? < 1, then 
R E C C D L U K L [ <  H-
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Proof. Assume the hypothesis and let 
X E REC — K; p [< 0N].  
It suffices to prove that x £ D^„. 
Since X ^ ^ [< ySra], we have 
K^{x[0..n — 1]) > a.e. 
Since x is recursive, it follows that there is a constant c € N such that, for all 
sufficiently large n, 
Theorem 3.8 immediately implies that recursive sequences exist (and are abun­
dant) in arbitrarily high levels of the parameterized depth hierarchy. 
Corollary 3.9. For every recursive function i : N —> N and every 0 < 7 < 1, the set 
has measure 1 in REC. 
Proof. Let f : N —> N be recursive and letO<7< a < ^ < l .  C h o o s e  a  r e c u r s i v e  
function : N —> N and constants Ci, C2 € N for t as in Lemma 3.3, so that 
/{'(x[0..n — 1]) < 2log n -{- c 
< fin — an 
< /•i''(x[0..n — 1]) — an, 
whence x G Dj,„. • 
'ri+c2+c: 
for all n 6 N. For all sufficiently large n. 
DK") Ç D 1+C2+C1 
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so it follows that Ç D^„. 
By Theorem 2.12, [< ^n\ has measure 0 in REC. By Theorem 3.8, this 
implies that has measure 1 in REC. Since Ç D^„, it follows that D^„ has 
measure 1 in REC. • 
Corollary 3.10. For every recursive function < : N —> N and every constant c 6 N, 
Dg has measure 1 in REC. 
The previous theorems in this section provide sufficient machinery to prove the 
main result of this section, namely, that every weakly useful sequence is strongly 
deep. We first precisely define this notion of weak usefulness. 
Definition. A sequence x € {0,1}°° is weakly useful if there is a recursive time 
bound 5 : N —> N such that DTIME^(s) does not have measure 0 in REC. 
Theorem 3.11. Every weakly useful sequence is strongly deep. 
Proof. Let x G {0,1}°° be weakly useful. To see that x is strongly deep, let f : N —^ N 
be a recursive time bound, and let c G N. It suffices to prove that x G D^. 
Since X is weakly useful, there is a recursive time bound s : N —» N such 
that DTIME^(s) does not have measure 0 in REC. Since every recursive function is 
bounded above by a strictly increasing, time-constructible function, we can assume 
without loss of generality that s is strictly increasing and time-constructible. 
Let i{n) = n • (1 + T(n) [log r(n)] ), where r is defined from t and s as in Lemma 
3.5, and let 7 = |. Since t is recursive. Corollary 3.9 tells us that has measure 
1 in REC. Since DTIME®(5) does not have measure 0 in REC, it follows that D^„ fl 
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DTIME®(s) ^ 0. Fix a sequence y 6 D^„ D DTIME®(5). Then there is an s-time-
bounded oracle Turing machine M such that y x. Fix a constant c M for 
M as in Lemma 3.5. Define g{n) = c for all n G N and define the functions r, t, and g 
from t and g as in Lemma 3.5. Since g and c m are constant, we have t{n) > t{n) a.e. 
and 772 > g{n) a.e., so y G Ç D|. It follows by Lemma 3.5 that x G D*. • 
Theorem 3.11 immediately implies Bennett's observation that that K is strongly 
deep. 
Notation. Let % „ and x be the characteristic sequences of the halting problem 
and the diagonal halting problem, respectively. That is, the sequences x H,X K E 
{0,1}°° are defined by 
Xj/[(î,n)] = l Af,(n) halts, 
X /c[n] = 1 M„(ti) halts, 
where MQ,  M I ,  . . .  i s  a  s t a n d a r d  e n u m e r a t i o n  o f  a l l  d e t e r m i n i s t i c  T u r i n g  m a c h i n e s  a n d  
{, ) is a standard pairing function, e.g., (z,n) = + n. 
Corollary 3.12 (Bennett [11]). The sequences % „ and % are strongly deep. 
We conclude this section by noting the set of strongly deep sequences is "small," 
both in the sense of Lebesgue measure and in the sense of Baire category. 
Theorem 3.13. The set strDEEP is meager and has measure 0. In fact, if t and c 
are as in Theorem 3.2, then D' is meager and has measure 0. 
Proof. Let t and c be as in Theorem 3.2. Then RAND D D^ = 0. Since RAND has 
measure 1, it follows that D^ has measure 0. 
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To see that D* is meager, define a strategy r : N x {0,1}* —> {0,1}* for Player 
II in Banach-Mazur game G[Dg] by 
where is a minimal program for w. An argument similar to the proof of Theorem 
3.2 shows that T is a winning strategy for Player II in Gp']. 
• 
3.2 Weak Computational Depth 
In this section we examine Bennett's notion of weak computational depth. Stated 
simply, a sequence is weakly deep if it is not truth-table reducible to any algorithmi-
cally random sequence. 
Definition (Bennett [11]). A sequence x E {0,1}°° is weakly deep, and we write 
X G wkDEEP, if there is no sequence z G RAND such that x <tt z. 
As noted by Bennett [11], this notion has been investigated in other forms by 
Levin and V'jugin [92, 50, 88, 54, 89, 53]. 
Here we use the notation 
RECtt(RAND) = {xe {0,1}°° | (3z e RAND)x <» z}. 
It is clear that every recursive and every algorithmically random sequence is in 
RECtt(RAND). Moreover, 
wkDEEP = RECa(RAND)^ 
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so no weakly deep sequence is recursive or algorithically random. We now show that 
every strongly deep sequence is weakly deep. 
Theorem 3.14 (Bennett [11]). strDEEP Ç wkDEEP. 
Proof. Assume that x € strDEEP and x <tt y• To see that x 6 wkDEEP, it suffices 
to show that y ^ RAND. But this follows immediately from Theorems 3.2 and 3.6. 
• 
Next we mention, but do not prove, that wkDEEP is "large" in the sense of 
Baire Category. (See [37] for the proof of Theorem 3.15.) 
Theorem 3.15. The set wkDEEP is comeager. 
It follows immediately that, in the sense of Baire Category, almost every sequence 
is weakly deep but not strongly deep. 
Corollary 3.16. The set wkDEEP — strDEEP is comeager. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 3.13 and 3.15. • 
Thus, as Bennett notes, there are weakly deep sequences that are not strongly 
deep. 
Corollary 3.17 (Bennett [11]). strDEEP ^ wkDEEP. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.14 and Corollary 3.16. • 
Figure 3.2 summarizes the relationships among REC, RAND, wkDEEP, and 
strDEEP. In the sense of Lebesgue measure, almost every binary sequence is in 
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RAND. On the other hand, in the sense of Baire category, almost every binary 
sequence is in wkDEEP — strDEEP. 
RAND 
REC„ (RAND) 
,REC WkDEEP 
StrDEEP 
Figure 3.2: A clcissification of binary sequences. RAND has measure 1, while 
wkDEEP — strDEEP is comeager. 
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CHAPTER 4. THE STRUCTURE OF EXPONENTIAL TIME 
In this chapter we investigate the measure-theoretic structure of the exponential-
time complexity classes E = DTIME(2^"®^) and £2= DTIME(2''°'^"°™^). This in­
vestigation was initiated by Lutz [60, 61]. The results of this chapter were arrived at 
jointly with Jack Lutz [38]. 
Here we investigate the structure of E and E; with respect to a single measure 
of uniform complexity: the "size" of complexity cores. Briefly, a complexity core is a 
set of uniformly "hard" instances. This notion was introduced by Lynch [69] and has 
been used in a number of contexts [24, 26, 76, 77, 16, 36, 81, 17, 25, 91, etc.]. Here 
we examine upper and lower bounds on the size of complexity cores for languages in 
E and Eg. 
In section 4.1 we prove an almost everywhere lower bound on the size of complex­
ity cores for languages in E and E;. Specifically, we show that almost every language 
in E and E; has {0,1}* as a DTIME(2"*)-complexity core. Intuitively, this results 
says that most languages in E and E2 require 2'^" steps to decide the membership 
question on almost every string in {0,1)*. 
In section 4.2 we show a tight lower bound on the size of complexity cores for 
weakly <^-hard languages for E and Eg. Specifically, we show that every weakly 
<^-hard language for E or Eg has a dense exponential complexity core. This result 
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extends work of Orponen and Schoning [77]. 
The results of sections 4.1 and 4.2 provide the basis for an investigation of the 
distribution of languages in E and Eg. In section 4.3 we examine the distribution of 
languages in the polynomial-time many-one degrees in E and Eg. The main result 
of this section is the Small Span Theorem. The Small Span Theorem says that for 
every language A in E either its lower <^-span or its upper <^-span has measure 0 
in E or Eg. The Small Span Theorem immediately implies that every <^-degree has 
measure 0 in E and in Eg. Thus the set of <^-complete languages for NP, PSPACE, 
E, Eg, or any class whatsoever has measure 0 in E and in Eg. 
In section 4.4 we conclude this chapter by showing a tight upper bound on the 
size of complexity cores for the <^-hard problems for E and Eg. The main result 
of this section is that every DTIME(2''")-complexity core of every <^-hard language 
for E has a dense complement. Since this upper bound is much lower than than the 
almost everywhere lower-bound of section 4.1, we say that <)^-complete problems for 
E and Eg are unusually simple. 
4.1 The Distribution of Uniform Complexity 
We begin our examination of the structure of exponential time by investigating 
the distribution of very complex languages in E and Eg. Here we measure complexity 
in terms of the "size" of complexity cores. Stated simply, a complexity core is a set 
of uniformly hard instances. The main result of this section shows that almost every 
language in E or Eg has {0,1}* as a DTIME(2'^") complexity core. We first introduce 
some necessary notation. 
Given a machine M and an input x E {0,1}*, we write M{x) = 1 if M accepts 
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x, iW(x) = 0 if M rejects x, and M{x) = _L in any other case (i.e., if M fails to halt 
or M halts without deciding x). If M{x) G {0,1}, we write timeM{x) for the number 
of steps used in the computation of M{x). If M{x) = J_, we define timeM{x) = oo. 
We partially order the set {0,1, JL} by ± < 0 and -L < 1, with 0 and 1 incomparable. 
A machine M is consistent with a language A Ç {0,1}* if M{x) < Ja; G ^4]] for all 
r 6 {0,1}". 
Definition. Let i : N —» N be a time bound and let A, K Ç {0, l}*. Then K is a 
DTIME{t{n))-coTnplexity core of A if, for every c £ N and every machine M that is 
consistent with A, the "fast set" 
F = {x \timeM{x) < c • t(|x|) + c} 
satisfies |F (1 K\ < oo. (By our definition of timeM{x), M{x) G {0,1} for all x  E  F .  
Thus F is the set of all strings that M "decides efficiently.") 
Definition. Let A,K Ç {0,1}*. 
1. K is a, polynomial complexity core (or, briefly, a ^-complexity core) of A if K 
is a DTIME(n'')-complexity core of A for all 6 N. 
2. K is an exponential complexity core of A if there is a real number e > 0 such 
that K is a DTIME(2"')-complexity core of A. 
There is a close connection between complexity cores and a notion of "incom­
pressibility" by many-one reductions. The notion of incompressibility was introduced 
by Meyer [74]. Here we define incompressibility in terms of collision sets. 
Definition. The collision set of a function / : {0,1}* —> {0,1}* is 
C f  =  { x £  {0,1}' I ( B y  <  x ) f { y )  =  f { x ) ] .  
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Here, we are using the standard ordering so < 5i < S2 < • * • of {0,1}*. 
Note that / is one-to-one if and only if C/ = 0. 
Definition. A function / : {0,1}* —> {0,1}* is one-to-one almost everywhere (or, 
briefly, one-to-one a.e.) if its collision set C/ is finite. 
We say that a language A is incompressible if every function that is a reduction 
of A is one-to-one almost everywhere. 
Definition. Let A,BÇ. {0,1}* and let i : N —> N. A reduction of A 
to B is a. function / G DTIMEF(Z) such that A = i.e., such that, for all 
X e {0,1}*, a; 6 A iif f { x )  E  B .  A  r e d u c t i o n  o f  A  is a function / that is a 
<^^^^(')-reduction of A  to f { A ) .  
Definition. Let i : N —> N. A language A Ç {0,1}* is incompressible by <DTIME{t)_ 
reductions if every ^^^^"^^^'^-reduction of A is one-to-one a.e. A language A Ç {0,1}* 
is incompressible by <^-reductions if it is incompressible by <^^^'^'^^''-reductions for 
all polynomials q. 
As we mention above, there is a close connection between incompressibility and 
complexity cores. The following lemma shows that every incompressible language 
has a large complexity core. 
Lemma 4.1. If i : N —> N is time constructible then every language that is incom­
pressible by {0,1}* as a DTIME(<)-complexity core. 
Proof. Let j4 be a language that does not have {0,1}* as a DTIME(i)-complexity 
core. It suffices to prove that A is not incompressible by <^^^'^^'''-reductions. This 
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is clear if ^ = 0 or = {0,1}*, so assume that 0 ^ A ^ {0,1}*. Fix u G A and 
V e A^. Since {0,1}* is not a DTIME(f)-complexity core of A, there exist c 6 N and 
a machine M such that M is consistent with A and the fast set 
F = {z I timcMix) < c • f(|a;|) + c} 
is infinite. Define a function / : {0,1}* -+ {0,1}* by 
f{x) = 
u if M(x) = 1 in < c • <(|x|) + c steps 
V if M{x) = 0 in < c • f(|x|) + c steps 
X otherwise. 
Since t is time-constructible, / £ DTIMEF(ii). Since M is consistent with A, / is a 
<£^^^^^')-reduction of A to A. Since F is iniinite, at least one of the sets /~^({u}), 
is infinite, so the collision set C/ is infinite. Thus A is not incompressible 
by <^^^®^*^-reductions. • 
Corollary 4.2. Let c e N. 
1. (Balcazar and Schoning [9]) Every language that is incompressible by <^-
reductions has {0,1}* as a P-complexity core. 
2. Every language that is incompressible by <DTIME(2':").reductions has {0,1}* 
as a DTIME(2"')-complexity core. 
3. Every language that is incompressible by <DTIME(2" ).reductions has {0,1}* 
as a DTIME(2"'')-complexity core. • 
In order to show the main result of this section, we first prove that almost every 
language in E or Eg is incompressible by many-one reductions. 
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Theorem 4.3. Let c 6 Z"*" and define the sets 
X  =  { A C  {0,1}* |J4 is incompressible by <°^^'^^^^''"^-reductions}, 
Y = {AC. {0, lyiA is incompressible by <DTIME(2" ).reductions}. 
Then Hp{X) = HpiiY) = 1. Thus almost every language in E is incompressible 
by -reductions, and almost every language in E; is incompressible by 
^-reductions. 
Proof. Let c 6 Z"*". We prove that fip{X) = 1. The proof that fip^iX) = 1 is 
analogous. 
Let / 6 DTIMEF(2('=+^)") be a function that is universal for DTIMEF(2'^"), in 
the sense that 
DTIMEF(2'=") = {/,• I 2 € N}. 
For each i G N, define a set Z, of languages as follows: If the collision set C/^ is finite, 
then Zi = 0. Otherwise, if Cf- is infinite, then Z, is the set of all languages A such 
that f{ is a <^™^(^°"^-reduction of A. 
Define a function d : N x N x {0,1}* —> [0, oo) as follows: Let i,k E N be 
arbitrary, let w E {0,1}*, and let b 6 {0,1}. 
(i) 4k(A)=2-\ 
(ii) If S|u,| ^ C/i, then di^k{wb) = di,k{w). 
(iii) If 51^1 e C/,, then fix the least i 6 N such that fi{sj) = fi{s\w\) and set 
di,k{wb) = 2 • di^k{w) • 
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It is clear that t? is a 2-DS. Since / 6 DTIMEF(2^'^'*"^'") and the computation of 
di^ki'^) only uses values /,(u) for strings u with |u| = 0(log |w|), it is also clear that 
d 6 p, so d is a p-computable 2-DS. 
We now show that Z, Ç for all i,k E N. If Cj- is finite, then this is 
clear (because Z i  = 0), so assume that C f -  is infinite and let A  6 Z,. Let u; be a 
string consisting of the first I bits of the characteristic sequence of A, where s/_i is 
the A:"' element of C/, . This choice of I ensures that clause (iii) of the definition of 
d is invoked exactly k times in the recursive computation of Since /,• is a 
^ (because A G Z,), we have b = in each of these k 
invocations, so 
d{,k{w) = 2^ • di,k{X) = 1. 
Thus A € Cyj Ç This confirms that Z; Ç S[d{^k] for all i,k E N. It follows 
easily that, for each i 6 N, d,- is a p-null cover of Z,-. This implies that 
%' = U 
k=0 
is a p-union of p-measure 0 sets, whence f i p { X )  = 1 by Lemma 2.1. • 
Corollary 4.4. Almost every language in E and almost every language in E2 is 
incompressible by <^-reductions. • 
Corollary 4.5 (Meyer[74]). There is a language A G E that is incompressible by 
<^-reductions. • 
Theorem 4.3 immediately implies that almost every language in E or Eg has very 
large complexity cores. 
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Corollary 4.6. Let c G Z+. 
1. Almost every language in E has {0,1}* as a DTIME(2"*)-complexity core. 
2. Almost every language in E2 has {0,1}* as a DTIME(2"'')-complexity core. • 
4.2 The Complexity of Weakly Hard Problems; Lower Bounds 
In this section we prove a tight lower bound on the size of complexity core for 
weakly <^-hard problems for E. The results of this section extend the following two 
lower bound results of Orponen and Schoning [77]. 
Fact 4.7 (Orponen and Schoning [77]). Every language that is <^-hard for E (equiv-
alently, for Eg) has a dense P-complexity core. 
Fact 4.8 (Orponen and Schoning [77]). If P ^ NP, then every language that is 
<^-hard for NP has a nonsparse P-complexity core. 
Our first result shows that every weakly <^-hard language for E or Ej has a 
dense exponential complexity core. (Recall that a language is weakly <^-hard for E 
if the set Pm(-4) = {B \ B A} does not have measure 0 in E.) 
Theorem 4.9. Every language that is weakly <^-hard for E or E2 has a dense 
exponential complexity core. 
Proof. We prove this for E. The proof for E2 is identical. 
Let H he a. language that is weakly <^-hard for E. Then F^iH) does not 
have measure 0 in E, so by Theorem 4.3, there is a language A G Pm{H) that is 
incompressible by ^^^^"^^(^"^-reductions. Let /  be a <^-reduction of A to H, let q 
be a strictly increasing polynomial bound on the time required to compute /, and let 
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e = 3755^- Then the language K = /({0,1}*) is a dense DTIME(2"')-complexity 
core of H. • 
Since Lutz [65] haa shown the existence of weakly <^-complete languages for E 
that are not <j^-complete for E, Theorem 4.9 extends Fact 4.7. Furthermore, if NP 
is "not small" in E or E;, then Theorem 4.9 implies that every NP-hard problem has 
a dense exponential complexity core. 
Corollary 4.10. If //(NP | E) ^ 0 or /f(NP | Eg) ^ 0, then every <^-hard language 
for NP has a dense exponential complexity core. • 
Notice that Corollary 4.10 obtains a stronger consequence than Fact 4.8 at the 
expense of a stronger hypothesis. 
We conclude this section by mentioning that Theorem 4.9 is tight, even when 
we restrict our attention to problems that are <^-complete for NP, E, or Eg. 
Theorem 4.11. For every e > 0, each of the classes NP, E, and Eg has a <^-complete 
language, every P-complexity core K of which satisfies |A'<„| < 2"' a.e. 
Proof. Let e > 0, let C be any one of the classes NP, E, Eg, and let A be a language 
that is <^-complete for C. Let k — and define the language 
B = {xlOl^l' I I G A}. 
Then B is <^-complete for C and every P-complexity core K of B satisfies < 
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4.3 The Measure of Degrees 
In this section we examine the measure of the <^-degrees in E and Eg. We show 
that every <^-degree has measure 0 in E. This result implies, among other things, 
that the set of NP-complete problems has measure 0 in E and is a measure 0 subset of 
Eg. The fact that every <^-degree has measure 0 in E is seen here as a consequence 
of a more general phenomenon, namely, that for every language A either its upper 
<^-span or its lower <^-span has measure 0 in E. We refer to this result as the Small 
Span Theorem and prove it first. We first recall some notation. 
Recall from Chapter 2 that the lower <^-span of a language A Ç {0,1}°° is 
Pm(A) = {BC{0,l}'|B<P A} 
and the upper <^-span of A is 
P -XA)  =  {BÇ{0 ,1} ' | / 1<^  B} .  
The <^-degree of A is 
degP(A) = P.(A)nP-XA). 
We now show that, for every language A Ç {0,1}*, either Pm(-4) or P~^(>1) is "small" 
in E. 
Theorem 4.12 (Small Span Theorem). 
1. For every A € E, 
I E) = 0 
or 
MPm(^) )  =  MPm(A) |E)  =  0 .  
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2. For every A G E2, 
A'(PM(A) I E2) = 0 
or 
/ i p , (P -XA))=XPm'W|E2)  =  0 .  
We prove the Small Span Theorem using the following technical lemma. We 
then prove the lemma. 
Lemma 4.13. Let A be a language that is incompressible by <^-reductions. 
1. If A 6 E, then fiA^-'{A)) = /%(P-XA)|E) = 0. 
2. If A e E2, then //p,(P-^(A)) = /z(P-i(A)|E2) = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 4.12. 
To prove 1, let A E E and let X be the set of all languages that are incompressible 
by <^-reductions. We have two cases. 
Case I. If Pm(A) D E fl X = 0, then Corollary 4.4 tells us that 
//(Pm(A) I E) = 0. 
Case II. If Pm(A) D E (1 % ^ 0, then fix a language B G Pm(A) D E D 
Since 5 G E ("1X, Lemma 4.13 tells us that 
Pp(P-'(B)) = XPmm|E) = 0. 
Since P^^(A) Ç P^^(5), it follows that 
/ ^pKM))  =  XPm'M) |E)  =  o .  
This proves 1. The proof of 2 is identical. • 
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Proof of Lemma 4.13. 
To prove 1, let A € E be incompressible by <^-reductions. Let / 6 DTIMEF(2") be 
a function that is universal for PF, in the sense that 
PF = {/.- I i e N}. 
For each i G N, define the set Z{ of languages as follows. If the collision set Cf^ is 
infinite, then Z, = 0. Otherwise, if Cf. is finite, then 
Zi = {BÇ {0,1}' \ A 
Note that 
OO 
»=0 
because A is incompressible by <^-reductions. 
Define a function d : N x N x {0,1}* —» [0, oo) as follows. Let i, A: G N be 
arbitrary, let w € {0,1}*, and let b G {0,1}. 
(i) d;.k(A)=2-\ 
(ii) If there is no j < 2\w\ such that fi{sj) = 5|u,|, then = di^kiw). 
(iii) If there exists j < 2\w\ such that /.-(sj) = 5|u,|, then fix the least such j and set 
di,k{wb) = 2 • di ,k{w) • lb = |sj G Al|. 
It is clear that d is a 2-DS. Also, since / G DTIMEF(2") and V4 G E, it is easy to see 
that d G p, whence d is a p-computable 2-DS. 
We now show that Z, Ç S[di,k] for all i, FC G N. If C/, is infinite, then this is 
clear (because Z,- = 0), so assume that |C/J = c < oo and let B G Z{, i.e., A B 
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via fi. Let v be the string consisting of the first I bits of the characteristic sequence 
of B, where 1 is large enough that 
yii("{^O) •••? •S2/:+4c—1}) ^ {«So? •••) l}* 
Consider the computation of •,<:(«) by clauses (i), (ii), and (iii) above. Since 
A B via clause (iii) does not cause di^k{wi) to be 0 for any prefix w of v. Let 
5 = {5„ I 0 < n < + 4c and /,(sn) ^ {so,S[-a-|_i}} 
and 
T = fi{S). 
Then clause (iii) doubles the density whenever S|^| E T, so 
diM > 2l^ld,-.fc(A) = 21^1-'^ > 21^1-'=-'=. 
Also, if 
5" = {s„ I 0 < n < 2A: + 4c and /,(s„) ^ {sq, •••, Sfc+2c-i}}, 
then S' Ç S and 
|5'| > {2k + 4c) — (fc + 2c) — c = Â: + c. 
Putting this all together, we have 
diM > 21^1-''-" > 21^'!-''—= > 1, 
whence B 6 C„ Ç 5[c?,•,*;]. This shows that Z,- Ç 5[(i,•,/..] for all i, t 6 N. 
Since d is p-computable and £i,',jt(A) = 2"^ for all i, t E N, it follows that, for 
all i 6 N, di is p-null cover of Z,. This implies that P~^(i4) is a p-union of the 
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p-measure G sets Zi. It follows by Lemma 2.1 that /fp(P~^(^)) = /z(P~^(.A) | E) = 0. 
This completes the proof of 1. 
The proof of 2 is identical. One need only note that, if A E Eg, then € P2- O 
Note that Ambos-Spies [5] has shown that the set has Lebesgue measure 0 
whenever A ^ P. However, this result says nothing about the "size" of P~^(J4) in E 
or Eg since both of these classes also have Lebesgue measure 0. Lemma 4.13 obtains 
a similar result, namely, that P^^ (A) has p-measure 0 from a stronger hypothesis on 
yl. 
Lemma 4.13 immediately implies that the set of <^-hard languages for E has 
p-measure 0. 
Theorem 4.14. Let % be the set of all languages that are <^-hard for E. Then 
/^p(We) = 0. 
Proof. Let j4 be as in Corollary 4.5. Then % Ç Pm^(A), so Lemma 3.1 tells us that 
— 0" 
• 
Theorem 4.14 allows us to conclude that <^-complete problems are rare in E 
and Eg, a result proven by Mayordomo [72] using other techniques. 
Corollary 4.15 (Mayordomo[72]). Let CE, Csz be the sets of languages that are 
<j^-complete for E, Eg, respectively. Then /Z(CE|E) = /^(CEJIEG) = 0. • 
(Mayordomo's proof of Corollary 4.15 uses the fact, proven by Berman [13], that 
every <^-complete problem hzis an infinite polynomial-time decidable subset.) 
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Corollary 4.15 is seen here as a special case of a more general phenomenon, 
namely, that every <^-degree has measure 0 in E and E2. 
Theorem 4.16. For all A C {0,1}*, 
/^(DEG^(^) I E) = /I(DEG^(A) | EG) = 0. 
Proof. Let A Ç {0,1}*. We prove that n{deg^{A) | E) = 0. The proof that 
^(deg^(i4) I E2) = 0 is identical (in fact simpler, because E; is closed under <m). 
If deg^(A) n E = 0, then )u(deg^(v4) | E) = 0 holds trivially, so assume that 
deg^(A) n E 7^ 0. Fix B G deg^(A) fl E. Then, by Theorem 4.12, 
M(degP(B) lE)  =  MPm(B) lE)=0  
or 
,,(degf (B) I E) = ;«(P-'(S) I E) = 0. 
Since deg^(^) = deg^(B), it follows tliat /i(deg^(^) | E) = 0. • 
We now mention two corollaries for NP. The first says that the set of NP-hard 
problems (i.e., languages that are <^-hard for NP) has p-measure 0 if NP is "not 
small" in E. The second says that the set of NP-complete problems is "small" in both 
E and Eg. 
Corollary 4.17. Let HNP be the set of languages that are <^-hard for NP. 
1. If /i(NP I E) 7^ 0, then /ipC^Np) = m('^np | E) = 0. 
2. If //(NP I Eg) ^ 0, then //P2('HNP) = //(HNP | Eg) = 0. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.12, with A = SAT. • 
Corollary 4.18. Let CNP be the set of languages that are complete for NP. Then 
/^(Cnp 1 E) = /[^(CNP 1 Ez) = 0. 
Proof. Since CNP = deg^(SAT), this follows immediately from Theorem 4.16. • 
4.4 The Complexity of Hard Problems; Upper Bounds 
In this section we show a tight upper bound on the size of complexity cores for 
<^-hard problems for E. The upper bound implies that the <^-complete complete 
problems for E are unusually simple in the sense that they have smaller complexity 
cores than almost every language in E. We first show that every <^-hard language 
for E is DTIME(2^") decidable on a dense, DTIME(2''") decidable set of inputs. 
Theorem 4.19. For every <^-hard language H for E, there exist B,D E DTIME(2''") 
such that D is dense and B = H H D. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.5, there is a language in E that is incompressible by <^-
reductions. In fact, Meyer's construction [74] shows that there is a language A 6 
DTIME(5") that is incompressible by <^-reductions. As in Fact 4.7 and Theorem 
4.9, this idea has often been used to establish lower bounds on the complexities of 
<^-hard languages. Here we use it to establish an upper bound. 
The following simple notation is useful here. The nonreduced image of a language 
S Ç {0,1}* under a function / : {0,1}* —> {0,1}* is 
f-iS) = {fix) I X € 5 and |/(x)| > |x|}. 
Note that 
f - { r ' ( s ) )  =  s n f H { o , i r )  
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for all / and S. 
Let H be <^-hard for E. Then there is a <^-reduction / of A to H. Let 
B = f-{A),D = /-({0,1}*). Since A € DTIME(5") and / E PF, it is clear that 
B,De DTIME(10") Ç DTIME(2'"'). 
Fix a polynomial q and a real number e > 0 such that |/(x)| < ç(|z|) for all 
X e {0,1}* and < n a.e. Let W = ja: | |/(a;)| < |z| j. Then, for all sufficiently 
large n £ N, writing m = , we have 
/({0,i}<-)-{0,l}<- Ç 
ç />({0,1}^'") 
— 
Ç £><„, 
whence 
\D<n\ > |/({0,1}^'")|-|{0,1}<'"| 
> |{0,1}^'"|-|C/|-|{0,1}<-| 
= 2" - |C/|. 
Since |C/| < oo, it follows that |D<n| > 2"' for all sufficiently large n. Thus D is 
dense. 
Finally, note that B  =  f ^ A )  =  f ^ { f - \ H ) )  =  H n  /^({0,1}") =  H n D .  This 
completes the proof. • 
Theorem 4.19 immediately implies that every DTIME(2'^") complexity core of 
every <^-hard language for E must have a dense complement. 
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Theorem 4.20. Every DTIME(2^")-complexity core of every <^-hard language for 
E has a dense complement. 
Proof. Let H be <^-hard for E and let K be a DTIME(2^")-complexity core of H. 
Choose B,D for ^ as in Theorem 4.19. Fix machines MB and MD that decide B 
and D, respectively, with timeMgix) = 0(2^1®') and = 0(2^1®'). Let M 
be a machine that implements the following algorithm. 
' begin 
input X] 
if MD {X) accepts 
then simulate MB {X) 
else run forever 
end M. 
Then x G D M(x) = [x € = |a; £ n i[)| = |x G iï| and x  ^  D  M [ x )  =  
J. < [x £ if], so M is consistent with H. Also, there is a constant c G N such that 
for all X E D, 
timeMix) < c • 2'^" + c. 
Since K is a DTIME(2''")-complexity core of H, it follows that K n D is finite. But 
D is dense, so this implies that D — K is dense, whence K'^ is dense. • 
We conclude this chapter by showing that the upper bound of Theorem 4.20 is 
tight, even when we restrict our attention to the <^-complete languages for E and 
E2. 
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Theorem 4.21. Let c 6 N and 0 < e G R. 
1. E has a <^-complete language with a DTIME(2™)-complexity core K that 
satisfies |iif<nl > 2"+^ —2"' a.e. 
2. Eg has a <^-complete language with a DTIME(2"')-complexity core K that 
satisfies > 2"+^ — 2"' a.e. 
Proof. We prove the result for E. The proof for Eg is similar. 
Let A be a language that is <^-complete for E and let k = . By Corollary 
4.6, fix a language J5 G E that has {0,1}* as a DTIME(2'^)-complexity core. Let 
D = {xlOl^I'lxe {0,1}*} 
and define the languages 
C = (5  -  D)  U I z  e  A}  
and 
K = D\ 
It is clear that C is <^-complete for E. Also, for all sufficiently large n, 
p<n |  =  è  l^=m|  <  è  2-^  <  (n  +  1)2"*  <  (n  +  1)2"^  <  2" '  -  1,  
771=0 Tn=0 
so 
l/Qnl = 2"+^ - 1 - 1£)<„1 > 2"+^ - 2"' a.e. 
We complete the proof by showing that K is a DTIME(2'^")-complexity core for 
C. For this, let s £ N, let M be a machine that is consistent with C, and define the 
fast set 
F = {x I timeM{x) < a • 2'^'®' + a}. 
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It suffices to prove that |AT H F| < oo. 
Let M be a machine (designed in the obvious way) such that, for all y G {0,1}*, 
M { y )  =  M { y )  i i y  ^  D  
±  \ { y  e  D .  
Then M is consistent with B (because B — D = C — D and M is consistent with C) 
and {0,1}* is a DTIME(2"')-complexity core for B, so the fast set 
f = {z I timejçj{x) < (a + 1)2"^'®' + a} 
is finite. Since K D F  =  F  —  D  and ( F  —  D )  — F  i s  finite, it follows that [/(' D F| < oo, 
completing the proof. • 
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CHAPTER 5. THE STRUCTURE OF EXPONENTIAL SPACE 
In Chapter 4 we investigate the uniform structure of E and Eg. The results of 
Chapter 4 naturally extend to the exponential space classes ESPACE=DSPACE(2^"®^) 
and EgSPACE = DSPACE(2P°^^"°""®'). Here we instead investigate the nonuniform 
structure of these classes. This investigation Wcis initiated by Lutz in [60, 61, 63]. 
The results of this section are joint work with Jack Lutz [39, 40]. 
Here we investigate the structure of ESPACE and EgSPACE with respect to two 
measures of nonuniform complexity: space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity com­
plexity and the "size" of nonuniform complexity cores. We examine both upper and 
lower bounds on the complexity of languages in ESPACE and EgSPACE with respect 
to these two measures. 
In section 5.1, we prove almost everywhere lower bounds on the space-bounded 
Kolmogorov complexity and size of nonuniform complexity cores for languages in ES­
PACE and EgSPACE. Specifically, we show that almost every language A in ESPACE 
or EgSPACE has space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity 
> 2" - n a.e. 
This result extends the work of Lutz [63] and immediately implies that almost every 
language in ESPACE or EgSPACE has {0,1}* as a DSPACE(2'''")/Poly complexity 
core. 
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In section 5.2, we show tight lower bounds on the space-bounded Kolmogorov 
complexity and size of nonuniform complexity cores for weakly <^P°'^-hard languages 
for ESPACE and EgSPACE. These lower bounds extend the work of Huynh [34, 36]. 
In section 5.3 we show tight upper bounds on the complexity of <p/p°iy.hard 
languages for ESPACE and Eg SPACE. Specifically, we show that every <p/p°^y.hard 
language for ESPACE has space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity 
< 2" - 2"' i.o. 
Since this upper bound is much lower than the almost everywhere lower-bound of 
section 5.1, we say that the <p/poiy-complete languages for ESPACE are also unusually 
simple. 
The results of sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 provide the basis for an investigation 
of the distribution of hard languages in ESPACE and E2 SPACE. From the almost 
everywhere lower bounds of section 5.1 and the upper bounds of section 5.3 we 
conclude in Theorem 5.24 that the set of <{Vpoiy_complete problems form a measure 
0 subset of ESPACE. In section 5.4 we show that Theorem 5.24 is a special case 
of a more general phenomenon, namely, that every <p/p°^y.degree has measure 0 in 
ESPACE. This result implies that P/Poly has measure 0 in ESPACE, a result first 
proven by Lutz [63]. 
5.1 The Distribution of Nonuniform Complexity 
In this section we investigate the distribution of languages that have high nonuni­
form complexity. We use space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity, nonuniform com­
plexity cores and incompressibility by nonuniform reductions as measures of nonuni-
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form complexity. The main results of this section show that almost every language 
in ESPACE is very complex with respect to each of these measures. 
This section is organized as follows. In section 5.1.1 we investigate the dis­
tribution of languages with high space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity. Specifi­
cally, we prove that almost every language A in ESPACE has space-bounded Kol­
mogorov complexity KS^''"(A-n) > 2" — y/n for almost every n. In section 5.1.2 
we investigate the distribution of languages with large nonuniform complexity cores. 
More precisely, we prove that almost every language in ESPACE has {0,1}* as a 
DSPACE(2"')/Poly complexity core. Finally, in section 5.1.3 we investigate the dis­
tribution of languages that are incompressible by nonuniform many-one reductions. 
There we prove that almost every language in ESPACE is "-incompressible by 
<DSPACE(2'")/poly_j,g|^yçj.-Qjjg 
We begin by investigating the distribution of languages with high space-bounded 
Kolmogorov complexity. 
5.1.1 Kolmogorov Complexity 
The distribution of languages in ESPACE with high Kolmogorov complexity 
was first investigated in [63]. Here we strengthen the results of [63] in two important 
directions. First, we show that the almost everywhere lower bound of 2""^^ — 2'" 
on the space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity K{A<n) is tight and cannot be 
improved (see Theorem 5.3). Next, we improve the almost everywhere lower bound 
on the space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity KS'^''"{A=n) from 2" — 2'" to 2" — n' 
(Corollary 5.5). (Recall from Chapter 2 that A'5^°"(>1=„) and A'5^'"(i4<„) are the 
2"'-space bounded Kolmogorov complexities of XA=n XA<n, respectively.) 
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Theorem 5.1 (Lutz [63]). Let c G N and e > 0. 
(a) If 
X  =  { A C  {0, !}• I KS'''"{A=„) > 2" - 2'" a.e.}, 
then ;ipspace(-^) = I ESPACE) = 1. 
(b) If 
Y  =  { A C  {0,1}* I KS^"'{A<n) > 2"+i - 2'" a.e.}, 
then fipspace{Y) = fi{Y | ESPACE) = 1. 
Although the lower bounds of Theorem 5.1 have been useful in a variety of 
applications (see [62, 63], for example), they are not strong enough for our purposes. 
For this reason, we ask the natural question; Can the almost everywhere lower bounds 
of Theorem 5.1 be improved? 
We first consider Theorem 5.1(b). Martin-Lof [71] has shown that, for every real 
a > 1, almost every language A Ç {0,1}* has space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity 
A:g^'"(/l<n) > 2"+i - an a.e. (5.1) 
(In fact, Martin-Lof showed that this holds even in the absence of a space bound.) 
The following known bounds show that the lower bound (5.1) is relatively tight. 
Theorem 5.2. There exist constants ci,c2 G N such that every language A satisfies 
the following two conditions. 
(i) /<£:52"(A<„) < 2"+i + ci for all n. 
(ii) < 2"+: - log 71 + ci i.o. 
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(Part (i) of Theorem 5.2 is well known and obvious. Part (ii) extends a result of 
Martin-Lof [71].) 
Theorem 5.3. For every language A G ESPACE, there exists a real e > 0 such that 
KS^'"(A<n) < 2"+i - 2'" a.e. 
Proof. Fix A E ESPACE and a G N such that A G DSPACE(2°"). For each n G N, 
let n' = and let i/„ be the string of length 2"+^ —2"'+^ such that XA<n = XA^„,yn-
Let M be a machine that, on input (y,n), computes using < 2°"' space and 
then outputs Let c be the optimality constant for the machine M (given 
by the definition of the optimal machine U at the beginning of this section). Then 
M(î/„,n) outputs ill ^ 2°"' space, so for all sufficiently large n, we have 
< |yn| + C 
= 2"+i - 2"'+^ + c 
<  -2 ' " ,  
where e=^. • 
Thus we cannot hope to improve Theorem 5.1(b). 
An elementary counting argument shows that, for every c G N, there exists 
a language A G ESPACE with A'5^°"(i4=„) > 2" for all n G N. This suggests 
that the prospect for improving Theorem 5.1(a) may be more hopeful. In fact, we 
have the following almost everywhere lower bound result. (Recall the definition of 
p-convergence from section 2.4.1.) 
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Theorem 5.4. Let c 6 N and let / : N —> N be such that / € pspace and 53 2 
n=0 
is p-convergent. If 
X  =  { A C  {0, !}• I KS^'' '{A=r.) > 2" - fin) a.e.}, 
then fipspace{X) = n{X | ESPACE) = 1. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis. By Lemma 2.2, it suffices to exhibit a pspace-
computable 1-DS d such that 
OO 
Y^dn(X) is p-convergent (5.2) 
n=0 
and 
CO OO 
x ' s n u  ( 5 . 3 )  
t=zO n=t 
Some notation will be helpful. For n G N, let 
Bn = {ir e {0, I U{ir,n) G {0,1}^" in < 2''" space }. (5.4) 
For n G N and tt G 5„, let 
Zn,ir — U ^zU{iT,n)-
|z|=2"-l 
(Thus Zn,^ is the set of all languages A such that U{i:,n) is the 2"-bit characteristic 
string of A=„.) For n G N and w G {0,1}", let 
C7{n,w)= Pr(Zn,, I C^), (5.5) 
TTgBn 
where the conditional probabilities Fx{Zn,^ | C^,) = G Z»,, | A G C^,] are 
computed according to the random experiment in which a language A Ç {0,1}* is 
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chosen probabilistically, using an independent toss of a fair coin to decide membership 
of each string in A. Finally, define the function d : N x {0,1}* —> [0, oo) as follows. 
(In all three clauses, n 6 N, tu 6 {0,1}*, and b E {0,1}.) 
(i) If 0 < |u;| < 2" — 1, then dn(w) =  
(ii) If 2- - 1 < |u;| < 2"+i - 1, then dn(wb) = 4(4%^-
(iii) If > 2"+i — 1, then dn{wb) = dn{w). 
(The condition cr(n, %/;) = 0 can only occur if dn{w) = 0, in which case we understand 
clause (ii) to mean that dn[wb) = 0.) 
It is clear from (5.5) that 
. . (T(n,z/jO) + cr(n,iol) 
a{n,w) = 
for all n € N and w G {0,1}*. It follows by a routine induction on the definition 
of d that d is a 1-DS. It is also routine to check that d is pspace-computable. (The 
crucial point here is that we are only required to perform computations of the type 
(5.5) when |uj| > 2" — 1, so the 2°" space bound of (5.4) is polynomial in |u;|.) Since 
OO . . 
E 2~-'\"' is p-convergent, it is immediate from clause (i) that (5.2) holds. All that 
n=0 
remains, then, is to verify (5.3). 
For each language A Ç {0,1}*, let 
/^ = {n 6 N I KS^'"iA=„) < 2" - /(n)}. 
Fix a language A for a moment and let n E I A- Then there exists TTQ E Bn such that 
A G Zn,Tro- Fix such a program TTQ and let x,y E {0,1}* be the characterstic strings 
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of A<„, A<n, respectively. (Thus |x| = 2" — 1, |y| = 2"+^ — 1, and y = xt/(7ro,n).) 
The definition of d tells us that <i„(y) is c?„(x) times a telescoping product, i.e.. 
dn{ y )  -  dn{ x )  n  
_ ol-/(n)<r(n,v) 
- <T{n,x)-
Since Cy Ç , we have 
a{n,y) = ^ Pr(Z„,, | C,) > Pr(Z.,,. | C,) = 1. (5.7) 
For each tt € 5„, the events and are independent, so 
cr(n,x) = E Pr(Z„,, | 0=) 
irgSn 
" ,5/''^""' (5.8) 
= \Bn\2-^' 
< 2^-'^W. 
By (5.6), (5.7), and (5.8), we have dn{y) > 1. It follows that A G Cy Ç Since 
n £ IA is arbitrary here, we have shown that A G 5[c?„] for all A C {0,1}* and 
n G IA- It follows that, for all A Ç {0,1}*, 
A E X" =#> |/yi| = CO 
=#- A G 5[d„] i.o. 
oo oo 
^ € n u 'S'K], 
<=0 n=i 
i.e., (5.3) holds. This completes the proof. 
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Corollary 5.5. Let c G N and e > 0. If 
X  =  { A C  {0,1}* I KS^^iA^r.) > 2" - n' a.e.}, 
then fipspace{X) = fj,{X | ESPACE) = 1. 
OO g 
Proof. Routine calculus shows that the series 2~" is p-convergent. • 
n=0 
Corollary 5.5 is a substaintial improvement of Theorem 5.1(a). We exploit this 
improvement throughout this chapter. 
5.1.2 Nonuniform Complexity Cores 
In Chapter 4 we show that almost every language in E has "large" uniform 
complexity cores. Here we show that almost every language in ESPACE has "large" 
nonuniform complexity cores. Nonuniform complexity cores were first defined and 
investigated by Huynh [36] with respect to the complexity class P/Poly. Here we 
present a modified version of the original definition. 
Given a machine M, an advice function h, and an input x E {0,1}*, we write 
Mlh{x)  =  1  i f  M  a c c e p t s  { x ,  / i ( | x | ) ) ,  M l h { x )  =  0  i f  M  r e j e c t s  ( x ,  / i ( | x | ) ) ,  a n d  M { x )  =  
JL in any other case (i.e., if M fails to halt or M halts without deciding (x, /i(|x|))). If 
M{x) G {0,1}, we write spaceM/h{x) for the number of steps used in the computation 
of M{{x,h{\x\))). If M{x) = _L, we define spaceM/h{x) = oo. We partially order the 
set {0,1, J.} by _L < 0 and _L < 1, with 0 and 1 incomparable. A machine/advice 
pair M/h is consistent with a language A Ç {0,1}* if M/h{x) < G A} for all 
X e {0,1}'. 
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Definition (Huynh [36]). Let s : N —> N be a space bound and let A, K Ç {0,1}*. 
Then K is a DSPACE(5(n))/Poly-comp/eizïj/ core of A if, for every c G N the fol­
lowing holds. For every machine M and polynomially bounded advice function h, if 
M/h is consistent with A, then the fast set 
F = {x I spaceMfhi^) < c • s(|a^) + c} 
has the property that |F H A"! is sparse. 
Intuitively, very complex languages must have large nonuniform complexity 
cores. This intuition is supported by the following technical lemma. 
Lemma 5.6. If 5 : N N is space constructible and pis a polynomial, then every 
language A with 
>  2" -p (n )  a . e .  
has {0,1}* as a DSPACE(s(n))/Poly-complexity core. 
Proof. We show the contrapositive. Assume that A does not have {0,1}* as a 
DSPACE(a(n))/Poly-complexity core. Under this assumption, there exist a machine 
M, polynomially bounded advice function h, and constant c such that M given h is 
consistent with A and the set 
F = {x 1 spaceM/h{x) < c • 5(|x|) + c} 
is non-sparse. Using M, c, and a machine for s, we construct a machine M' to output 
XA=„ as in Figure 5.1. 
Now consider the action of M '  on input { { h { n ) , y ) , n ) ,  where y  is the string A -n 
with the bits corresponding to the elements of F=„ removed. On this input, the 
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M'{{h,y),n): 
begin 
for i = 2" to 2"+^ — 1 do 
begin 
simulate h); 
(1) if M decides s,- in < c • s{n) + c space then 
output 
(2) Otherwise output head{y); y = tail{y)\ 
end for 
end. 
Figure 5.1: An algorithm that computes XA=„-
machine M' correctly outputs the bits of A=n either (1) by deciding |5,- 6 A] directly 
or (2) by using the bits of y. Thus we have the following. 
< |(k(»),y>| 
< 2|/l(n)| + 2 + \A=n\ — |-^=n| 
< 2|A(n)| + 2 + 2"-|F=.| 
By universal simulation, there exists a constant ci G N such that 
< 2" — |F=„| + 2|/i(n)| + 2 + ci-
The above inequality combined with the fact that F is non-sparse proves that 
<  2"  -p(n )  i .O. 
for every polynomial p. •  
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Since almost every language in ESPACE has high space-bounded Kolmogorov 
complexity almost everywhere, Lemma 5.6 allows us to conclude that almost every 
language in ESPACE has maximal nonuniform complexity cores. 
Corollary 5.7. Fix c G N. Then, almost every language in ESPACE has {0,1}* as 
a DSPACE(2'=")/Poly-complexity core. 
Proof. By Corollary 5.5, the set 
X = {AC {0,1}* 1 >2"-\/;T a.e.} 
has pspace-measure 1. By Lemma 5.6, each element of X has {0,1}* as a 
DSPACE(2''")/Poly-complexity core. It follows that almost every language in ES­
PACE has {0,1}" as a DSPACE(2'^")/Poly-complexity core. • 
5.1.3 Incompressibility by Nonuniform Reductions 
In Chapter 4 we also show that almost every language in E is incompressible 
by <m-reductions. Here we extend this result to show that almost every language 
in ESPACE is -incompressible by reductions. First some notation is 
necessary. 
Recall from Chapter 4 that the collision set  of a function / : {0,1}* ^ {0,1}* is 
Cj = {x e {Q,ir \ {3y < x)f{y) = fix)}.  
A function / : {0,1}* —> {0,1}* is one-to-one almost everywhere (or, briefly, one-
to-one a.e.) if its collision set C/ is finite. The following definitions generalize the 
notion of incompressibility presented in Chapter 4. 
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Definition. Let .F be a function class. Then a language AC {0,1 }* is incompressible 
by -reductions if every reduction of A is one-to-one a.e. 
Definition. Let g : N —» N and let .F be a function class. Then a language 
A is g{n)-incompressible by <^-reductions if every <^-reduction f oî A satisfies 
|(C'/)<n| < 9{n) for almost all n. 
The above generalization of incompressibility is necessary here. Notice that no 
language is incompressible by <^P°^y-reductions. Moreover, if p is a polynomial 
then no language is p(n)-incompressible by <Wpo^y.^eductions. However, if g is ef­
ficiently computable and exceeds every polynomial almost everywhere then almost 
every language in ESPACE is £f(n)-incompressible by <p/p°^y-reductions. (For nota-
tional convenience we say that such g are superpolynomial. More precisely, a function 
jf : N —» N is superpolynomial if for every polynomial p, g[n) > p[n) a.e.) 
Theorem 5.8. Fix c G Z+. Let g : N ^ N be superpolynomial and in DSPACEF(2"') 
If we let 
.X" = {A Ç {0,1}* I A is 5(n)-incompressible by <m^^*'^^(^"^/^''^^-reductions}, 
then /ipspace(-^) = 1. It follows that ^{X | ESPACE) = 0, i.e., almost every language 
in ESPACE is g(n)-incompressible by <^®^'^*^^'^"'^/P°'^-reductions. 
Proof. We follow the format of the proof for Theorem 5.4. Assume the hypothesis. 
By Lemma 2.2, it suffices to exhibit a pspace-computable 1-DS d such that 
OO 
dn{X) is p-convergent (5.9) 
n=0 
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and 
% ' Ç n U  S [ d n ] .  
t=0 n=( 
(5.10) 
Some notation will be helpful for the remainder of the proof. For n G N and 
g : N —» N, let 
MfAdv{g){n) = / 
3no < n and 3ho,k„ Ç {0,1}^(") such that 
Vx E {0,l}-",M„o(a:,= f(x) in < 2"^ space. 
Informally, the class MfAdv{g){n) is the set of functions that are computed correctly 
over {0,1}-" by one of the first  n machines with advice bounded in length by g{n).  
For n e N, let 
= MIAdv(^ - 3)(n) | |(C,)„| > ^). (5.11) 
For n 6 N and / 6 let 
= {xe {0,1}'"+'-: I < 2"+: - !,/(.,) = /(.,) a;[i] = x[;]} 
and 
— U Ci. 
(Thus Znj is the set of all languages A such that no counterexample to the statement 
"/ is a many-one reduction of v4" exists among the strings in {0,1}-".) For n £ N 
and w G {0,1}*, let 
(j{n,w) = Pr(Z„,/ I C^), (5.12) 
/€Bn 
where the conditional probabilities Pr(Z„j | C^,) = Pr^ifA G | A G C^,] are 
computed according to the random experiment in which a language A Ç {0,1}* is 
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chosen probabilistically, using an independent toss of a fair coin to decide membership 
of each string in A. Finally, define the function d : N x {0,1}* ^ [0, oo) as follows. 
(In all three clauses, n € N, u; G {0,1}*, and h G {0,1}.) 
(i) If 0 < |u;| < 2" — 1, then dn{w) = 2~". 
(ii) If 2" - 1 < liol < 2"+^ - 1, then dn{wh) = 
(iii) If |ii;| > 2"+^ — 1, then dn{wb) = dn{w).  
(Note that the condition (j{n,w) = 0 can only occur if dn{w) = 0, in which case we 
understand clause (ii) to mean that dn{wb) = 0.) 
It is clear from (5.12) that 
. , cr(n,u;0) + cr(n,z/jl) (T{n,w) =  ^  
for all n G N and w G {0,1}*. It follows by a routine induction on the definition of d 
that d is a 1-DS. It is also routine to check that d is pspace-computable. Furthermore, 
OO 
since the sum 2~" is p-convergent, it is immediate from clause (i) that (5.9) holds. 
n=0 
All that remains is to verify (5.10). 
Let A € X' '  and fix / G DSPACEF(2'^")/Poly such that / is a many-one reduc­
tion of A with |(C/)<„| > g{n) i.o. Define the set 
= {" G N I / G M//ldu(^ - 3)(n) and |(C/)_| > 
Since g is superpolynomial and / has |(C/)<n| > g{n) i.o., it follows that is 
infinite. Let n G Iaj and let x,y E {0,1}* be the characteristic strings of A<„, 
A<n, respectively. The definition of d tells us that dn{y) is dn{x) times a telescoping 
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product, i.e., 
rfn(î/) = l ln{x) n 
Since Cy Ç Z„,/, we have 
(^{n,y) = Pr(^„,/ 1 Cy) > ?T{Zn,f 1 Cy) = 1. (5.14) 
JeBn 
Now a simple counting argument shows that there are at most 2^~" functions in 
Bn that are distinct functions over {0,1}-". Furthermore, for each / E Bn, there 
are at most 2^" possible 2" bit extensions of x satisfying /. (That is, there 
are most 2^" strings z such that xz £ Ynj.)  Thus we have Pr(Zn,/ | C^) < 
2-'-^ = 2-®, so 
o-(n,x)  =  E Pr(Z„j I Cx)  
/G-Bn 
< Z 2-4=^ 
/6Sn (5.15) 
= |B„|2-4^ 
< 2-". 
By (5.13), (5.14), and (5.15), we have dn{y) > 1. It follows that v4 € Cy Ç ^[c/n]. 
Since n € IAJ is arbitrary here, we have shown that A 6 for all A Ç. and 
n G I A,}- It follows that, for all A Ç {0,1}*, 
A Ç.  X'^ =4" 3/ such that \IA,S \  =  oo 
=4- e 5[d„] i.o. 
oo oo 
 ^  ^^  n u 'S'K], (=0 n^t 
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i.e., (5.10) holds. This completes the proof. • 
Corollary 5.9. Almost every language in ESPACE is "-incompressible by 
reductions. 
• 
Corollary 5.9 guarantees the existence of an "-incompressible language A in 
ESPACE but does not allow us to specify a constant c such that A G DSPACE(2'^). 
However, it is easy to show that such an A exists in DSPACE(2^"). This fact is useful 
in section 5.3. 
Claim 5.10. There exists a language A that is n'°®"-incompressible by 
reductions and contained in DSPACE(2^"). 
5.2 Nonuniform Complexity of Weakly Hard Problems: Lower Bounds 
In the previous section we saw that almost every language in ESPACE is max­
imally complex with respect to two measures of nonuniform complexity. In this 
section we show that every weakly <p/poiy-hard language for ESPACE obeys tight 
lower bounds on its complexity in terms of these complexity measures. (Recall that 
a language H is weakly <p/p°iy-hard for ESPACE if the set 
P/Poly„(/?) = MS {0.1}-I/t <5,'""' H) 
does not have measure 0 in ESPACE.) Our first result shows that every weakly 
<^poiy.hard language for ESPACE has a dense DSPACE(2"' )-complexity core. These 
result extends work of Huynh [36]. 
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The proof of Theorem 5.11 uses the following special notation. The nonreduced 
image of a language S Ç {0,1}* under a function / : {0,1}* {0,1}* is 
f- iS) = {/(x) I a: 6 5 and |/(i)| > |x|}. 
Note that 
/>(/-i(5')) = 5n/^({0,in 
for all / and S. 
Theorem 5.11. For every weakly <^/P°^^-hard language H for ESPACE, there is a 
real e > 0 such that H has a dense DSPACE(2"')/Poly complexity core. 
Proof. Let H be weakly <^P°iy-hard for ESPACE, let 
X = {A Ç {0,1}* I A is "-incompressible by reductions}, 
and let 
Y = {A Q {0,1}* I A has {0,1}* as a DSPACE(2")/Poly complexity core}. 
Notice that by Corollary 5.7 and Theorem 5.8 the set % D F has measure 1 in 
ESPACE. Moreover, since P/Poly^(//) does not have measure 0 in ESPACE, X fl 
Y n P/Poly^(J7) is not empty. Fix A E X r\Y r\ P/Poly^(//), let / be a 
reduction of A to H, let g be a strictly increasing polynomial bound on the length of 
strings produced by / (i.e., q{n) > max{|/(a:)l | x G {0,1}-"}), and let e = 2-dla(q)-
We show that 
A' = /^({0,1}*) 
is a dense DSPACE(2"')/Poly complexity core of H. 
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By our choice of e, < n for all sufficiently large n. Let W = {a;||/(a:)| < 
|a:|}. Then, for all sufficiently large n G N, writing m = we have 
— 
ç K<n, 
whence 
> |{0,l}^-|-|(C/)<m|-|{0,ir"'| 
= 2--|(%m| 
> 2L""J - |(C/)<„1. 
Since |(C/)<n| < a.e., it follows that [A'^nl > 2"' for all sufficiently large n. 
Thus K is dense. 
To see that K is a DSPACE(2"')/Poly complexity core of H, let c £ N, let M be 
a machine and A be a polynomial advice function such that M/h is consistent with 
H, and define the fast set 
F = {i I spaceM/h{^) < c • 2'®'' + c). 
Let M/hhe a. machine/polynomial advice pair (constructed in the obvious way) such 
that 
M/h{x) = Mlh{f{x))  
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for all X  E {0,1}*. Since / reduces A t o  H and M / h  is consistent with H, M/h is 
consistent with A. Since A has {0,1}* as a DSPACE(2")/Poly complexity core, the 
fast set 
F = {x \ space^ij j^x) < c • 2" + c} 
is sparse. By our choice of e, y 6 F D /({0,1}*) implies y E f{F) for all but finitely 
many y. Since F is sparse, we have 
|(Fn/0<„| = |(Fn/^({o,i}^")<„| 
< |(/^(Fn{o,i}^"))<„| + c 
< |Fn{o,i}^"| + c 
< p(n) + c. , 
Hence F D K is sparse. Thus K is DSPACE(2"')/Poly complexity core of H. •  
Corollary 5.12 (Huynh [36]). Every <^-hard language for ESPACE has a dense 
P/Poly-complexity core. • 
Our next theorem provides a lower bound on the Kolmogorov complexity of 
weakly <j^''°'^-hard languages for ESPACE. This result extend another result of 
Huynh [34]. 
Theorem 5.13. For every weakly <P/P°^y_hard language H for ESPACE, there exists 
an e > 0 such that 
KS^"\H<n) > 2"' a.e. 
Proof. Let H be weakly <p/p°'y_}iard for ESPACE and let 
X = {AC {0,1}* I KS^""{A=„) > 2 " - a . e . } .  
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Since P/Polyrj.(i/") does not have measure 0 in ESPACE and X has measure 1 in 
ESPACE (by Corollary 5.5), the set P/Polyj(/f) D X (1 ESPACE is not empty. Fix 
A e P/Poly^(ff) n X and let M-Ajh be an oracle machine/polynomial advice pair 
that decides A in polynomial time using H as an oracle. Moreover, fix A: e N such 
that the computation MA{X, A(|a;|) queries the oracle on strings of length at most |x|'"' 
for almost every x and let e = ^. We will essentially show that 
KS''''{H<n) > > 2"' a.e. 
Let MA be a machine that efficiently implements the algorithm in Figure 5.2, 
let n be sufl&ciently large, and let TT be a minimal 2"'-space bounded program for 
XH<„- Then the machine MA on input ((/ i(0),  A(l) , . . . ,  h{m))7T,m),  where m = , 
outputs x>i<m using less than Co • 2"' space. From our previous observation and 
universal simulation, we have that 
< |(A(0) , / t ( l ) , . . . ,A(m))7r |  +  C] 
< KS^"\H<^) + \{h{0), . . . ,h{m))\-\-c^ a.e. 
Since KS'^^'"{A<m) > 2" — y/m a.e., and the length of (A(0),..., h{m)) is bounded 
by some polynomial g, it follows that 
>  - / M - g (  ) - c ,  
> 2"' a.e. 
This completes the proof. 
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MA{{ho,. . . ,hn)n,n): 
begin 
for each a, 6 {0,1}-" do 
begin 
(1) Simulate h\ai\) as usual, but 
when Ma queries the oracle on Sj perform (1.1) 
(1.1) Simulate U{ir^n) and dispose of the output 
until the j"* bit is written. 
if the bit is a '0' then continue fll as if 
the oracle said "No". 
if the bit is a '1' then continue fl) as if 
the oracle said "Yes". 
(2) When MA{si,h\si\) halts and accepts, rejects, 
write a '1', '0', respectively to the output tape. 
end for 
end. 
Figure 5.2: The algorithm for MA in the proof of Theorem 5.13. 
• 
Corollary 5.14 (Huynh[34]). For every <^-hard language H for ESPACE, there 
exists an e > 0 such that 
A'5'"'(//<„) > 2"' a.e. 
• 
The remaining results of this section show that Theorems 5.11 and 5.13 cannot 
be signficantly improved. 
Theorem 5.15. For every e > 0, there is a <^-complete language C for ESPACE 
such that each DSPACE(2"')/Poly complexity core of C is sparse. 
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Proof. Let C be <^-complete for ESPACE and decidable in DSPACE(2"'). Since 
C can be decided in 2"' space every DSPACE(2"')/Poly complexity core of C must 
be sparse. • 
Theorem 5.16. For every e > 0, there is a <^-complete language C for ESPACE 
such that 
< c a.e. 
and 
< c a.e. 
for some constant c G N. 
Proof. Let C be <^-complete for ESPACE and decidable in DSPACE(2"''^). Since 
C can be decided in 2"'^^ space there are constant programs TTQ, TTI such that 
(1) f/(7ro,n) = xc=n in less than 2"' space, and 
(2) i7(7ri,n) = XC7<„ in less than 2"' space. 
• 
5.3 Nonuniform Complexity of Hard Problems: Upper Bounds 
In this section we establish tight upper bounds on the Kolmogorov complexity 
and size of nonuniform complexity cores for <^P°^y-hard problems for ESPACE. We 
first prove the following technical lemma that says if 6 ESPACE is incompressible 
by <P/P°ly.reductions, then any language that A is reducible to has a dense "easily 
decidable" subset. 
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Lemma 5.17. If A is decidable in DSPACE(2"*), is "-incompressible by 
reductions, and is <p/poiy.rediicible to H, then there exist B, D 6 DSPACE(2'^)/Poly 
such that  JD is  dense and B = H H D. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis and let / be a <Wpoiy_reduction of A to H. Let 
B — f-{A) and D = /-({0,1}*). (Recall from section 5 that f-{S) = {/(a:) | x G 
S and |/(a:)| > Since A € DSPACE(2'=") and / G P/PolyF, it is clear that 
B^D Ç. DSPACE(2"')/Poly. Furthermore, it is clear that D is dense from the 
argument given in the proof of Theorem 5.11. Finally,  note that  B = f-{A) = 
fHf-\H)) = Hn /^({o, 1}') = HnD. •  
Corollary 5.18. If A is decidable in DSPACE(2®"), n'°®"-incompresssible by <p/p°iy-
reductions, and is <p/p°'y-reducible to H, then every DSPACE(2'^")/Poly-complexity 
core K of H has a dense complement. • 
Since there exist languages in DSPACE(2^") that are n*°®"-incompressible by 
<|^P°^y-reductions (Claim 5.10), we get the following theorem and its corollary con­
cerning the complexity of <p/p°iy.hard languages for ESPACE. 
Theorem 5.19. For every <^/P°'^-hard language H for ESPACE, there exist B,D E 
DSPACE(2^")/Poly such that  D is  dense and B — H f] D. •  
It follows immediately that every DSPACE(2^")/Poly-complexity core of every 
<^poiy.jjard language for ESPACE has a dense complement. 
Corollary 5.20. Every DSPACE(2^")/Poly-complexity core K of every <p/poiy.hard 
language for ESPACE has a dense complement. • 
I l l  
M{{u,v)y,ny,  
begin 
z = 
for i = 0 to 2" — 1 do 
begin 
if Moiwi,  u) accepts then 
simulate Msiwi, v); 
If this simulation accepts or rejects 
then set z[i] = 1 or z\i\ = 0, respectively 
else 
(zH,!/)  = {head{y), taiKy))\  
end: 
output z; 
end. 
Figure 5.3: The machine M 
Theorem 5.19 says that every <p/po'y-hard language is DSPACE(2^")/Poly de­
cidable on a dense, DSPACE(2^")/Poly decidable set of inputs. We exploit Theorem 
5.19 to show that every <^P°^^-hard language for ESPACE has unusually low space-
bounded Kolmogorov complexity infinitely often. 
Theorem 5.21. For every <p/p°ly.hard language H for ESPACE, there exists an 
e > 0 such that 
<2"-2"' i.o. 
Proof. Let H be <p/p°iy-hard for ESPACE and fix J5, D as in Theorem 5.19. 
Let the machines Mg, MD and the advice functions Ag, he witness that  B,D E 
DSPACE(2^")/Poly and fix e > 0 such that !£>=:„| > 2"^' i.o. 
Let M be a machine that efldciently implements the algorithm in Figure 5.3 and 
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let î/„ be the string XH=n with the bits corresponding to D=n removed. Then, the 
machine M on input {{h£){n), /iB(n))t/„, n) outputs the string %//=„ and uses less than 
0(2^") space. It follows that 
< \{hD{n),hB{n))yn\ + c 
< 2'^-\D=n\ + \{hD{n),hB{n))\  + c.  
Because both HB and he are bounded in length by a polynomial, there is a polynomial 
p such that |(/i£)(n),/iB(n))| < p(n). Thus, we have 
KS^'"{H=r.) < 2" - + p(n) + c < 2" - 2"' i.o. 
• 
Our next theorem illustrates that Corollary 5.20 can not be significantly im­
proved. 
Theorem 5.22. For every e > 0, there exists a <^-complete language C for ESPACE 
with a DSPACE(2^")/Poly complexity core K with density 
1A'<„| > 2"+' - 2"' a.e. 
Proof. Fix e > 0 and /: 6 N such that e > | > 0, let A be <^-complete for ESPACE, 
and fix D E ESPACE such that D has {0,1}* as a DSPACE(2^")/Poly complexity 
core. Let B = {O'^l^llx | x E A}, let K = {0,1}* — {O'^l'^llx | x G {0,1}*}, and 
define C = {D f] K) li B. Since B is <^-complete for ESPACE, K is decidable in 
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polynomial time, and Kr\B\s empty, it is clear that C is <^-complete for ESPACE. 
Moreover, notice that 
|/r<„| = |{o,i}^"-{oW*iiz|ze{o,i}"}<J 
= 2"+^ - 1 - KOl^I'lla:!!®!* + 2 + |a;| < n} 
> 2"+^ - 2' iTli +1 
> 2"+^ - 2"' a.e. 
Thus it suffices to show that K is DSPACE(2^")/Poly complexity core of C. 
Let M j h  be a machine/polynomial advice pair that is consistent with C, let c 
be a constant, and define the fast set 
f = {z e {0,1}" I spacBM/hix) < c • 4- c}. 
Let M be a machine (designed in the obvious way) such that 
± if z E K' 
Mlh{x) otherwise, 
M / h { x )  =  
and define the fast set 
F = {z e {0,1}* I spacejçji^{x) < (c + 1) • + c}. 
Since membership in K'^ is decidable in polynomial time, it is clear that F A F D K 
is finite. Furthermore, since M is consistent with D, F is sparse. Since 
F n K  =  { F n F ' r ] K ) \ J i F n F r \ K )  
Ç (F AFn/Ou(FnFn A') 
Ç { F  A F n K ) U F ,  
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it follows that F D K is sparse. Thus K is a DSPACE(2^")/Poly complexity core of 
C. 
• 
As the following theorem illustrates, Theorem 5.21 can not be significantly im­
proved either. 
Theorem 5.23. For every e > 0, there exists a <^-complete language C for ESPACE 
such that 
> 2" - 2"' a.e. 
Proof. Fix e > 0 and /: G N such that e > ^ > 0. Let A be <^-complete for 
ESPACE, let B = {O^'llz | x G A}, and let K = {O^'llz | x E {0,1}'}. Notice 
that B is <^-complete for ESPACE and that K is decidable in polynomial time. 
Now, construct C in stages as in Figure 5.4. Since C 0 K = B, it is clear that C is 
complete for ESPACE. It suflBces to show that 
KS^'"{C=n) > 2" - 2"' a.e. 
Notice that there are \ 'P{K1.^)\ subsets C" of {0,1}" that satisfy (C" D A'=n) = 
B=n- Since \V{K1^)\ > , for almost every n, there is a some set C" such that 
(C" n K=n) = B=n and no string tt in {0, i}^2"-2"'= -2 produces xc" in < 2^" space. 
Hence, we have 
KS^"\C=n) = > 2" - 2"^ - 2 a.e. 
> 2" - 2"' a.e. 
• 
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Stage 0: 
C = B-o\ 
Stage n: 
for each subset C" of {0,1}" do 
done = true; 
if (C" n K=n) = B=n then 
begin 
for each program TT G {0, l -2 ^  
done=false if U{Tr,n) = xc" in < 2^" space 
if done then 
C = C U C"; 
exit stage n; 
end 
C = C U B=„; 
END OF CONSTRUCTION 
Figure 5.4: The construction of an <^-complete language with high KS a.e. 
5.4 Distribution of Hardness and Measure of Degrees 
We now present the main result of this chapter. As we see from Corollaries 5.5 
and 5.7, almost every language in ESPACE has the set {0, l}" as a DSPACE(2'^")/Poly 
complexity core and has very high space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity almost 
everywhere. In Corollary 5.20 and Theorem 5.21, we show that the <p/poiy_hard lan­
guages do not satisfy these conditions. We conclude that the <p/p°'y-hard languages 
are unusually simple. 
Theorem 5.24. Let T^ESPACE, ^ESPACE be the sets of languages that are <^P°'^-hard, 
<Wpoiy.complete, respectively, for ESPACE. Then HESPACE has pspace-measure 0, 
and hence CESPACE is a measure 0 subset of ESPACE. 
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Proof. By Theorem 5.21, the set 'HESPACE is a subset of 
X  =  { L \  <2"-\/E i.O.}. 
By Corollary 5.5, we have fipspacei^'') = | ESPACE) = 1. It follows that 
%SPACB has pspace-measure 0, and hence CESPACE is a measure 0 subset of ESPACE. 
• 
A closer examination of the results leading up to and including Theorem 5.24 
reveals a surprising fact, namely, that there is a fixed language A with the property 
that the set of languages that A is <p/p°iy.reducible to has measure 0 in ESPACE. 
This fact is a special case of the following more general phenomenon. For any fixed 
language A G ESPACE, either the set of languages that A is <p/p°^y-reducible to or 
the set of languages that are <p/p°iy-reducible to A has measure 0 in ESPACE. We 
refer to this phenomenon as the "small span phenomenon." 
The remaining results in this chapter precisely quantify the small span phe­
nomenon. Recall from Chapter 2 that we write 
P/Poly„(L) = { A C  {0,1}- I A  L }  
and 
P/Poly;\^) = {A Ç {0,1}- I L A} 
for the lower and upper P/Poly many-one reducibility spans for a language L. More­
over, we write 
= P/Poly JL) D P/Poly^X^) 
for the P/Poly many-one degree of L. 
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Our first result generalizes the results leading up to and including Theorem 
5.24. Recall that we use the existence of a language A E DSPACE(2^") that is 
"-incompressible by <^P°'^-reductions to show that every DSPACE(2^")/Poly 
complexity core of every <p/p°^y-hard language has a dense complement. This result 
in combination with Corollary 5.7 immediately implies Theorem 5.24. In essence, we 
prove that the set P/Poly~^(A) has pspace-measure 0. This fact generalizes to all 
languages in ESPACE that are "-incompressible by <^/P°'^-reductions. 
Lemma 5.25. \ i  A ESPACE is n'°®"-incompressible by <^P°iy-reductions, then 
P/Poly~^(A) hcLS pspace-measure 0. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis, fix c 6 N such that A 6 DSPACE(2'^"), and let 
X  =  { A \  A  has {0,l}*as a DSPACE(2"*)/Poly complexity core}. 
By Corollary 5.18, every DSPACE(2"')/Poly complexity core of every language in 
P/Poly~^(j4) has a  dense complement.  I t  follows that  P/Poly~^(A) Ç X'^.  Since X 
has pspace-measure 1 as a result of Corollary 5.7, it follows that P/Poly~^(i4) has 
pspace-measure 0. • 
We now use Lemma 5.25 to show that the small span phenomenon occurs in 
ESPACE. 
Theorem 5.26 (Small Span Theorem). For every A G ESPACE, 
/z(P/Poly^(A) I ESPACE) = 0 
or 
/Xpspace(P/Poly-'(A)) = ^(P/Poly-^(>l) I ESPACE) = 0. 
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Proof. Let A G ESPACE and let X be the set of all languages that are 
incompressible by <p/poiy_reductions. We have two cases. 
Case I. If P/Poly^(A) fl ESPACE H  X  =  0 ,  then Theorem 5.8 tells us 
that 
P/Poly^(A) I ESPACE) = 0. 
Case II. If P/Poly^(/l) fl ESPACE ( 1 X ^ 0 ,  then fix a language B  E 
P/Poly^(v4) n ESPACE n X. Since B G ESPACE fl X, Lemma 5.25 tells us that 
//pspace(P/Poly-'(S)) = M(P/Poly-'(B) I ESPACE) = 0. 
Since P/Poly~^(y4) Ç P/Poly~^(B), it follows that 
Mpspace(P/Poly-'(A)) = /i(P/Poly-^(A) I ESPACE) = 0. 
• 
The small span theorem has several immediate consequences. Most notably, 
Theorem 5.26 implies that every P/Poly many-one degree has measure 0 in ESPACE. 
Theorem 5.27. For all A Ç {0,1}*, 
^(degP/P°'y(A) I ESPACE) = 0. 
Proof. Let A Ç {0,1}*. If deg^^°'^(j4) D ESPACE = 0, then it is clear that 
/i(degP/P°^y(A) I ESPACE) = 0. Otherwise, if deg^P°'y(A) (1 ESPACE ^ 0, then 
fix a 5 6 degP/P'''y(A)n ESPACE. By Theorem 5.26, either 
^(degp/p°iy(5) I ESPACE) = /i(P/Poly-'(5) | ESPACE) = 0 
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or 
^(degp/p°iy(5) I ESPACE) = fi{V/?o\yJB) | ESPACE) = 0. 
Since deg^/^°'^(B) = deg^''°^^(A), it follows that 
/i(degP/P°'^(B) I ESPACE) = 0. 
• 
We conclude this chapter by mentioning an additional result that follows im­
mediately from Theorem 5.27. Notice that deg^P°^^(0) = P/Poly, so it follows that 
P/Poly has measure 0 in ESPACE. This fact was originally proven by Lutz in [63]. 
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CHAPTER 6. WEAKLY COMPLETE PROBLEMS 
In Chapters 4 and 5 above, we prove tight lower bounds on the complexity of hard 
and weakly hard problems for the classes E, Eg, ESPACE, and E2SPACE. Similarly, 
we prove tight upper bounds on the complexity of hard problems for these classes. 
Note the obvious asymmetry in our results. We show upper and lower bounds on the 
complexity of hard problems, yet we show only lower bounds on the complexity of 
weakly hard problems. A natural question to ask is whether or not the same upper 
bounds apply to the weakly hard problems. In this chapter we answer this question 
and provide a rigorous explanation for the asymmetry in our results; weakly hard 
problems do not obey the same upper bounds as hard problems. 
In this chapter we establish a strong separation between the notions of weak 
hardness and hardness by showing that weakly hard problems are not scarce. The 
fact that weakly hard problems do not obey the same upper bounds as hard problems 
is seen as a direct consequence of the non-scarcity of weakly hard problems. (Note 
that if the notions of hardness and weak hardness were equivalent then the upper 
bounds established in Chapters 4 and 5 would immediately apply to the weakly hard 
problems.) Let C be any of the classes E, Eg, ESPACE, or EgSPACE. The main result 
of this chapter, Theorem 6.4, shows that the set of weakly <^-complete problems 
for C does not have measure 0 in C. This result, in combination with the almost 
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everywhere lower bounds of Chapters 4 and 5, immediately establishes the existence 
of weakly <|^-complete problems that do not satisfy the upper bounds previously 
established for <^-complete problems. For example, Herman [13] shows that every 
<^-complete problem for E has an infinite, polynomial-time decidable subset. In 
contrast, we show in Corollary 6.7 that there exists a weakly <^-complete problem 
for E with no infinite polynomial-time decidable subset. (Note that Corollary 6.7 is 
implicit in the work of Lutz [65].) 
Since the set of <^-complete problems for C has measure 0 in C, our main result 
also implies that the set of problems that are weakly <^-complete, but not <^-
complete, for C does not have measure 0 in C . This corollary extends the following 
recent result of Lutz. 
Theorem 6.1 (Lutz [65]). There exist problems that are weakly <^-complete, but 
not <^-complete, for E. 
The original proof of Theorem 6.1 required a sophisticated martingale diago-
nalization argument. Here we simplify and extend this argument to prove the main 
result. In section 6.1, we review Lutz's original martingale diagonalization argument 
and present an alternate proof of Theorem 6.1. In section 6.2, we use our simplified 
martingale diagonalization technique to prove the main result. 
6.1 Martingale Diagonalization 
Stated simply, the goal of martingale diagonalization is to produce languages that 
"defeat" specific martingales. The basic technique is best illustrated by example. Let 
d be a martingale and define a language Hd Ç {0,1}* so that the membership of each 
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string s„ in Hd satisfies 
I^n e Hdl = - 1]1) ^ <^(XHrf[0..n - 1]0)|. 
(Recall from Chapter 2 that s„ is the n"* element in the standard ordering on {0,1}* 
and XHd is the characteristic sequence of Hd-) Then the language Hd "defeats" the 
martingale d in the sense that Hd ^ 5°°[c?]. To see this, notice that the averaging 
condition on d and the definition of Hd ensures that 
<^(XHd[0..n]) < d(xHd[0..n - 1]) 
for every n G N and thus that 
limsup(Z(x%[0— 1]) < d { X )  <  oo. 
n—^oo 
The original proof of Theorem 6.1 uses a heavily modified version of the basic 
m a r t i n g a l e  d i a g o n a l i z a t i o n  t e c h n i q u e  t o  c o n s t r u c t  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  l a n g u a g e s  H , H Q , H I , .  . .  
such that 
(1) For each i  G N, H I  6 E and H I  H .  
(2) For every p-computable martingale d, there exists an i G N such that Hi 0 
S°°[d\.  
(3) i/ € E2 and is incompressible by <^^^'^^(^*"^-reductions. 
In the construction, conditions (1) and (2) guarantee that H E g 5°°[c?] for 
every p-computable martingale d. It follows that ;i(Pni(i7)|E) ^ 0 and thus that H 
is weakly <^-hard for E. Condition (3) guarantees that H is not <^-hard for E. (By 
Theorem 4.19, no <^-hard problem for E is incompressible by such reductions.) To 
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complete the proof of Theorem 6.1, the language H is padded to produce a C G E 
with the desired properties. 
The proof of Theorem 6.1 uses an involved argument to show that the conditions 
(l)-(3) can be satisfied simultaneously. This argument hinges on the fact that the 
set of all p-computable martingales can be efficiently enumerated. In [65], such an 
enumeration is referred to as a rigid enumeration. 
Theorem 6.2 (Martingale Enumeration Theorem [65]). There exists an enumeration 
c?o, do, c?i,... of all p-martingales that satisfy the following three conditions. 
(i) do,di,... is an enumeration of all p-martingales. 
(ii) For each & E N, is a p-computation of dk-
(iii) For all i,r 6 N and w 6 {0,1}*, £?jt,r(u^) is computable is at most (2 + r + 
steps, where |A;| = log(A; + 1). 
(Lutz's original theorem is stronger, but the above version is sufficient for our pur­
poses.) 
Using this enumeration, the original proof of Theorem 6.1 constructs a sequence of 
languages H, Ho, ... so that each Hi defeats the z"' p-computable martingale 
and so that conditions (1) and (3) are also satisfied. We now use this enumeration 
in a simplified proof of Theorem 6.1. 
The key to our simplified proof of Theorem 6.1 lies in the existence of certain 
"strong" martingales. Here we say that a martingale is strong if it succeeds on every 
language that is not weakly <^-complete. 
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Definition. Let C be any of the classes E, Eg, ESPACE, or E2SPACE. Then a 
martingale da is strong for C if every element of C — is weakly <^-complete 
Assume, for the moment, that efficient strong martingales exist. Then we get the 
following simple proof of Theorem 6.1. Let be strong for E, let dj he a, martingale 
that succeeds on all languages that are not incompressible by <^^^'^^(^*")-reductions, 
and let Hj be the language constructed by a basic martingale diagonalization against 
the martingale d, + df. If Zfj € E, then we have the following. 
(1) Hd is weakly <^-complete for E. 
(2) Hd is incompressible by <^^''^^^^*"^-reductions. 
Thus Hd is weakly <^-complete, but not <^-complete for E by the argument in [65]. 
In our simplified proof it is crucial that the basic martingale diagonalization 
produce a language Hd G E. To ensure this, we must be able to compute the strong 
martingale d, efficiently. The following technical lemma guarantees that such efficient 
strong martingales exist. 
Lemma 6.3 (Main Technical Lemma). Let i,r 6 N, 6 {0,1}*, |i| = log(z + l), and 
n = log |zu|. Then there exist a martingale d, and a computation : N x {0,1}* —> D 
of da such that da is strong for E and da,r{w) is computable in 
for C. 
steps. 
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Proof. We construct a martingale dg and a computation of dg such that d, is 
strong for E and d, is computable in the stated bound. First some specific notation 
is necessary. 
Let (,) : {0,1}* X N —> {0,1}* be the pairing function defined by {x,i) = 
I'Ol'NOx. For each i G N, let /,• : {0,1}* —> {0,1}* be the many-one reduction 
defined by fi{x) = (i,a:). Notice that each /,• is computable in linear time and that 
l/»(®)l = (î + l)|a:| + Î + 2. 
For each i e N and language define the language to be 
LH,i = f^'{H) = {xe{Q^Y\fi{x)eH}. 
We associate initial segments of the characteristic sequence of LH,i with initial seg­
ments of the characteristic sequence of H as follows. (Recall from section 2 that 
the characteristic sequence of a language H is the sequence XH E {0,1}°° defined by 
= I>s,- e Jy]].) Define the i"' strand of a string w G {0,1}* to be the substring 
of w that is mapped to by /,-. More precisely, let w G {0,1}*, b G {0,1}, and i G N. 
Then the strand of w is the string as defined by the following recursion. (In 
the recursion we write #5 for the position of the string 5 in the standard enumeration 
of {0,1}*.) 
(i) A(,) = A. 
.... , if |io| = #/,(2/) for some y G {0,1}*. 
(n) wb{i) = 
otherwise. 
Note the following obvious, yet important, properties of strands. 
(1) 
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(2) For every n G N, there exists m„ 6 N such that m„ > n and 
Define, for each i G N, the function d,- : {0,1}* —> [0, oo) by 
where d,- is the martingale in the rigid enumeration of all p-martingales and w E 
{0,1}*. Let d, ; {0,1}* —» [0, oo) be the function defined by 
OO 
ds{w) = '^di{w). 
1=0 
It is obvious upon inspection that each of the functions di, as well as the function dg, 
is a martingale. We show that every language H E E —is weakly <^-complete 
for E. It follows that d, is strong for E. 
Let H E E—To see that H is weakly <^-complete for E, let i E N, let di 
be the i"' martingale in the rigid enumeration of all p-martingales, and let L = Ln.i-
Since IF E E and L H via /,-, it is clear that L E FmiH) D E. Moreover, L is 
not an element of 5°°[(/,]. To see this, notice that the second property of strands 
guarantees that 
limsup2~' • = limsupd,(x//[0..m„ -
n—>oo j -r 1 n-+oo 
1]) 
< HmsupJ,(xH[0..n - 1]) 
n—•oo 
< limsup ds(XH[0..n - 1]). 
n—>00 
Since H ^ 5°°[£i,], it follows that 
limsupd,(xz,[0..n - 1]) < 2' - (di(A) 4-1) - limsupdX%H[O..M - 1]) 
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< CXD. 
Thus PmC-ff) n E ^ for every i 6 N. It follows that Pm(iï) does not have 
measure 0 in E and that H is weakly <^-complete for E. 
We now define the computation : N x {0,1}* D of ds. Define, for each 
i G N, the computation d* : N x {0,1}* —> D of J, to be 
dlriw) = '•-••ÏSîr 
2 ' otherwise, 
where w € {0,1}", 5 = 2r + + 2, and d{ is the p-computation of d,- in the rigid 
enumeration. The computation d, is then the function defined by 
log |u/| 
4r(<<') = 2-'"'W+ g 
«•=0 
where w 6 {0,1}* and t = 2r + log log |%u| + 2. 
The following technical claims show that d* and ds are computations of J, and 
dg, respectively. 
Technical Claim 1. Let w E {0,1}* and r G N. 
(a) 
(b) The function d'^iw) is computable in 0((4 + 2r + 2|u;(,)|)l'') steps. 
Proof. To see (a), fix s = 2r + + 2 as in the definition of d*,. and let 
a = di(w(^i)) + 1 
b = di,s{w(^i)) + 1 
c = di{X) + 1 
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d = di>(A) + 1. 
Since a,b,c,d > 1, |a — 6| < 2~', and \c — d\ < 2~', it follows that \ad — hc\ < 
2-2r _j. 2~^a + 2~^d. Moreover, the value of a is at most • c because di{w) is at 
most 2l"'l • d{{X). It follows that 
=  2 - ' ' 1 2 - ^ 1  
^ \ad — hc\ 
< 
< 
cd 
2—(2-' + o + d) 
cd 
2-5 (2-a _|_ 2»-2'-2C-f- d) 
cd 
< 2"^® + 2"^'""^ + 2~' 
< 3 • 2"^'""^ < 2"'" 
The value d'.^[w) is produced by first computing di^s{w(i)) and d,\g(A) and then 
combining the results. This takes 0((4 + 2r + 2|w(i)|)l'l) steps. • 
Technical Claim 2. Let w 6 {0,1}*, r 6 N, and n = log |w|. 
(a) < 2-'". 
(b) The function ds^r{w) is computable in (9 + logn + steps. 
Proof. Fix t = 2r+log n + 2 as in the definition of da,r. To see that d^^r approximates 
da to 2"'", first notice that is A if / > n. This fact implies that the sum 
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is 2 It follows that 
- ^ r W I  <  
1=0 
< (n + l)-2-W 
< < 2~^ 
Since ds^ri'w) is produced by first computing the n values of d*i{w) for i rang­
ing from 0 to n and then adding the results, it is clear that ds,r is computable in 
O (8 -f 4r -1- 2log n 4- 2|ti;(j)|)'''^ steps. Straightforward algebraic manipulation 
gives the 0 + log7^ + upper bound. • 
Since |tf(i)l < Technical Claim 2 shows that d, can be computed in the 
stated bound. This completes the proof. • 
We conclude this section with the details of the above-sketched proof of Theorem 
6.1. 
Alternate Proof of Theorem 6.1. By Theorem 4.3 there exists a p-computable 
martingale dj such that dj succeeds on the set 
Y = {A \ A is not incompressible by <^^"^^^^*"'-reductions}. 
Fix one such dj and let df he a, p-computation oi dj. Let dg and d, be the martingale 
and computation, respectively, from Lemma 6.3. We construct a language H such 
that H eE — S°°[d3 4- (f/]. Since 5°° [da] Ç + d/]. Lemma 6.3 guarantees that 
H is weakly <^-complete for E. Since 5°°[d/] Ç 5°°[ds 4- d/], H ^ and so 
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H must be incompressible by <£^''^®(^^")-reductions. From Theorem 4.19, it follows 
that H is not <^-complete for E. 
We construct the H via a straightforward martingale diagonalization. Let j/„ = 
X/f[0..n — 1]. Then the membership of 5„ 6 {0,1}* in is defined by 
E -fffcj = |<^a„21ogn+2(î/nl) "H <^/,21ogn+2(î/nl) ^ ('^j,2logn+2(2/n0) 4" (^/,2logn+2 (Z/nO)]] -
Notice that 
{d, + dk){yn+i) < {ds + df)[yn) + ^  
for each n G N. It follows immediately that 
and thus that H 0 5°°[di + d/]. 
To see that H G E, let x = let |x| = n, and let k be an integer such 
that dj^r{w) is computable in 0{{r + steps. The membership of x £ H is 
decided by (1) computing and (2) computing d,,2iogn+2(yml), 4,2iog»+2(!/ml), 
(«^s,2iogn+2(i/mO), and d/,2iogn+2(2/mO). For sufficiently large n, step (2) can be per­
formed in 
0{n^ • 2" + 2'"") 
steps. It follows that the membership oi x E. H can be decided in 0(2'''+^^") steps. 
• 
6.2 Weakly Complete Problems are Not Rare 
The simplified martingale diagonalization argument of the previous section nat­
urally extends to prove the main result of this chapter, namely, that the set of weakly 
<^-complete problems for E (and similar classes) does not have measure 0 in E. 
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Theorem 6.4. Let C be any of the classes E, Eg, ESPACE, or EgSPACE. Then the 
set 
Wc = {/). I A is weakly <^-complete for C} 
does not have measure 0 in C, i.e., /z(Wc | C) ^ 0. 
Proof. We give the proof for C = E. The proofs for C = Eg, C = ESPACE, and 
C = Eg SPACE are analogous but require modified versions of Lemma 6.3. 
Let do, di,..., do, di,... be a rigid enumeration of all p-martingales from Theorem 
6.2, and let ds and d^ be the martingale and computation, respectively, from Lemma 
6.3. We construct a sequence of languages Ho, Hi, . . .  such that each H k  E E—5°°[c?a+ 
dk]. Since Ç 5°°[cf3 + dk]. Lemma 6.3 guarantees that each Hk is weakly <^-
complete for E. Since C S°°[ds + Hk ^ 5°°[rffc] for every A; 6 N. It follows 
that 1% does not have measure 0 in E. 
We construct the Hk^s via a straightforward martingale diagonalization. Let 
Vn = X%[0 — 1]. Then the membership of 5„ e {0,1}* in Hk is defined by 
|Sn E Hk^ — 2logn+2(Z/n 1 ) "t" ^kfilogn+iiVn^) ^ '^a,21ogn+2(î/nO) 4" <^fc,21ogn+2(î/nO)l-
Notice that 
{ds + dk)iyn+\) < (ds + dk){yn) + ^  
for each n 6 N. It follows immediately that 
oo 2 
limsup(t/, + 4)(yn) < [ds + dk){X) + -TT < oo, 
n-oo (=1 I 
and thus that Hk ^ + djt]. 
To see that Hk G E, let x = Sm and let |x| = n. The membership o{ x E Hk 
is decided by (1) computing k{z) and (2) computing 4,2iogn+2(2/ml), 4,2iogn+2(î/ml), 
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(<îâ, 2 i ogn+2(ymO), and <îfc, 2 i ogn+ 2(ymO). For Sufficiently large n, step (2) can be per­
formed in 
0(n^ • 2" + 2l'=l-") 
steps. It follows that the membership oi x E Hk can be decided in 0(2(1*'!+^)") steps. 
• 
Theorem 6.4 has a number of immediate corollaries. The first says that the set 
of problems that are weakly <^-complete, but not <^-complete, for E does not have 
measure 0 in E. This result extends Theorem 6.1. 
Corollary 6.5. Let C be any of the classes E, E2, ESPACE, or E2SPACE.  Then the 
set 
W'Q = {A I A is weakly <^-complete, but not <^-complete, for C] 
does not have measure 0 in C 
Proof. Again, we prove the corollary for C = E. The proofs for C = E2, C = ESPACE, 
and C = E2SPACE are analogous. 
By Theorem 4.14, the set 
I is <m-complete for E} 
has measure 0 in E. Since the collection of sets of measure 0 in E is closed under 
union [63], it follows from Theorem 6.4 that does not have measure 0 in E. • 
The next immediate corollary of Theorem 6.4 is that there exist languages that 
are weakly <^-complete but not -complete for ESPACE. This result does not 
follow from [65]. 
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Corollary 6.6. There exist languages that are weakly <^-complete, but not 
complete, for ESPACE. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.24, the set 
^ESPACE = {v4 I A is <p/p°iy_complete for ESPACE} 
has measure 0 in ESPACE. Since the collection of sets of measure 0 in ESPACE is 
closed under union [63], it follows from Theorem 6.4 that WESPACE — %SPACE does 
not have measure 0 in ESPACE and hence is not empty. • 
The remaining immediate corollaries of Theorem 6.4 show that previously es­
tablished upper bounds on the complexity of complete problems do not apply to 
all weakly complete problems. The first of these says that there exist weakly <^-
complete languages for E that are P-bi-immune. (A language B is P-immune if B 
has no infinite polynomial-time decidable subset. B is P-bi-immune if both B and B'^ 
are P-immune.) Previously, Berman [13] estabHshed that no <^-complete language 
for E is P-immune. 
Corollary 6.7 (Lutz [65]). There exists a language H that is P-bi-immune and 
weakly <^-complete for E. 
Proof. The set 
PB = {/I I is P-bi-immune } 
has measure 1 in E by a result of Mayordomo [72]. Since does not have measure 
0 in E, this implies that PB (1 WE N E ^ 0. • 
In Chapter 4 we show that every DTIME(2''") complexity core of every <^-
hard language for E has a dense complement. The next corollary of Theorem 6.4 
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demonstrates the existence of weakly <^-complete languages that have {0,1}* as a 
DTIME(2^") complexity core. 
Corollary 6.8 (Lutz [65]). There exists a weakly <^-complete language H for E 
that has {0,1}* as a DTIME(2'^") complexity core. 
Proof. The set 
BC = {j4 Ç {0,1}* I A has {0,1}" as a DTIME(2^")-complexity core } 
has measure 1 in E by Corollary 4.6. Since does not have measure 0 in E, this 
implies that BC D W-E flE ^ 0. • 
In Chapter 5, we show that for every <p/poiy.hard language for ESPACE there 
exists an c > 0 such that 
<2"-2"' i.o. 
Theorem 6.4 implies that there are weakly <^-complete languages for ESPACE that 
do not satisfy this upper bound. 
Corollary 6.9. There exists a weakly <^-complete language H for ESPACE that 
satsifles 
> 2" - n a.e. 
Proof. The set 
X  =  { A C  {0,1)* I KS^'"{A=^) > 2" - n a.e.} 
hcis measure 1 in ESPACE by Corollary 5.5. Since M^ESPACE does not have measure 
0 in ESPACE, this implies that X D WESPACE H ESPACE ^0. • 
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We conclude this chapter by examining the distribution of weakly <^-hard prob­
lems for E inside of Eg. We first note that no weakly <^-hard problem for E can be 
p-random. (Recall from Chapter 2 that H is p-random if no p-computable martingale 
succeeds on H.) 
Theorem 6.10. No weakly <^-hard language for E is p-random. 
Proof. Let H be weaky <^-hard for E and let 
I  =  { A C  {0,1}* I A  is incompressible by <^-reductions}. 
Notice that the set I has measure 1 in E by Theorem 4.3, and the set has 
does not have measure 0 in E. It follows that 1 n H E ^ 0. 
Fix >1 in 7 n PmiH) H E. Lemma 4.13 says that if .A is in / n E, then P~^(A) = 
{B I A B} has p-measure 0. Since H E P~^(v4), it follows that H is not p-random. 
• 
Since the set of p-random languages has measure 1 in Eg by Theorem 2.5, it 
follows that weakly <^-hard languages for E are rare in Eg. 
Corollary 6.11. The set 
WHE = {v4 Ç {0,1}* I A is weakly <^-hard for E} 
has measure 0 in Eg. • 
It follows from Theorem 6.4 and Corollary 6.11 that there are languages that are 
weakly <^-hard for Eg but not weakly <^-hard for E. Surprisingly, this says there 
exist languages H such that Pm{H) is "not small" inside of Eg but is "small" inside 
o f E !  
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Note that analogous versions of Theorem 6.10 and Corollary 6.11 hold for ES­
PACE and EzSPACE. 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION 
As we mention in Chapter 1, the main results of this dissertation are of the 
following three general types. 
(1) Useful problems contain highly organized information. 
(2) Very useful problems are so highly organized that they are unusually simple 
and hence rare. 
(3) Useful problems are, as a whole, not rare and thus are not necessarily simple. 
A result of type (1) is given in Chapter 3. There we show that every weakly useful 
sequence is strongly deep. Since Bennett's notion of computational depth appears to 
capture the degree of organization in a given piece of information, an interpretation 
of this result is that the information contained in weakly useful sequences is highly 
organized. 
Results of type (2) and (3) are given in Chapters 4 and 5. There we investigate 
the complexity and distribution of <^-complete languages for E and <^/P°'^-complete 
languages for ESPACE. Since these complete problems can be used to efficiently 
solve every problem in their respective classes, we say that these problems are very 
useful. We show that the <^-complete problems for E and the <Wpoiy.complete 
problems for ESPACE obey tight upper bounds on their complexity. Moreover, we 
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show that almost every language in E and ESPACE obeys strong lower bounds on 
their complexity and that these lower bounds are much higher than the upper bounds 
for the complete problems. Thus the sets of complete problems for E and ESPACE 
form "small" subsets of these classes. These results say that the complete problems 
for E and ESPACE are unusually simple and hence rare. 
A result of type (3) is given in Chapter 6. There we investigate the distribution 
of the weakly <^-complete problems for E and ESPACE. Since these problems can 
be used to efficiently solve every problem in a non-negligible subset of their respective 
classes, we say that these problems are useful. We show that the sets of weakly <^-
complete problems for E and ESPACE are not "small" subsets of their respective 
classes. This result and the almost everywhere lower bounds from Chapter 4 and 5 
establish the existence of weakly <^-complete problems that do not obey the upper 
bounds previously established for <^-complete problems. Thus the weakly complete 
problems are not rare and not necessarily simple 
The results of this dissertation leave several questions unresolved. In Chapter 
3 we show that every weakly useful sequence is strongly deep. A natural question 
to ask is whether or not every strongly deep sequence is weakly useful. Although 
these notions appear to be very different, it is not immediate that they are different. 
However, it is reasonable to conjecture that there is a strongly deep sequence that is 
not weakly useful. 
In Chapter 4 we show that the set of <^-hard problems for E has p-measure 0 and 
hence measure 0 in E. A natural question to ask is whether or not this result holds with 
replaced with other reducibilities, such as "<ft" or <j. This question remains 
unresolved and may be difficult, especially for the case "<x." Notice that Bennett 
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and Gill[12] shows that P^^(A) has Lebesgue measure 1 if and only if v4 6 BPP. 
Thus we cannot extend this result to without showing that BPP % E. 
Perhaps the most important question this work leaves unresolved is whether 
or not there exist "natural" problems that are weakly <^-complete, but not <^-
complete for E. In [65], Lutz conjectures that SAT, the boolean satisfiability prob­
lem, is weakly <^-complete but not <^-complete for E. However, resolving Lutz's 
conjecture appears to be very difficult since it implies P ^ NP as well as many strong 
results not known to follow from the hypothesis P ^ NP (see [68, 38, 64, 65]). 
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